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AMBITIOUS: Unhasty President Toll says his study panel is going
to be "as bold as possible"' in its analysis of the changing roles of
higher education and the SUNY system in society. photo by R. Cohen

John Tell in Albany;i .0A

Will Toll Be Back ?
Will Johnny come marching home again? That's the

question that everybody's asking at Stony Brook and in
Albany, but nobody seems able to agree on an answer.

When University President John Toll was asked to
direct for -six months the Chancellor's Panel on
University Purposes, many observers predicted he was
being eased out of the Presidency here. After two days
of silence, Chancellor Gould announced that Toll would
return to Stony Brook after June, but rumors continued
to spread that the oft-bealagered President might be
moved to a position in the State University central
administration.

Sources close to Toll and the Chancellor's office
reported last week that Toll recently turned down the
offer of a vice chancellorship for research coordination.

Toll quickly denied this, but was noticably startled by
the question. He said, "I will be back full time (at Stony
Brook) in the fall. I'm not considering anything like
that."

Nevertheless, several SUNY staffers continue to
speculate that although Toll might not be considering a
vice chancellorship now, he might not return to the
Presidency here either.
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STUDENTS MEET TOLL: Student government President John Toll (rear, second from right) and
eaders conferring with Chancellor Gould in his State University study plans.
Albany last week were introduced to Stony Brook photo by Ned Steele

By NED STEELE
It was just eleven weeks ago that University President

John S. Toll left on a jet plane for Albany, beginning a six
month stint as director of a Chancellor's study group on
State University goals and purposes.

Today, John Toll says that he is enthusiastic about his
assignment and hopeful that his committee will succeed in
redirecting SUNY priorities and bringing reform to the
state campuses. And despite rumors to the contrary, he
predicts that he'll be back on campus as President of Stony
Brook next semester.

despite an agreement to hold
another student government
leaders' meeting with Gould to
discuss contemporary
difficulties,- many of the
students left Albany unsatisfied.

Students Uncertain
Five or six students are now

serving on the panel's staff,
doing research, thinking about
education and exposing
themselves to the intricacies of
the State University
bureaucracy. After less than two
months in Albany, they are
experiencing frustration in their
dealings with the SUNY
administration, confusion about
their personal goals and
uncertainty over the value of
their work. But they are full of
ideas and plans for change, and
they retain hope that somehow
they will be able to shake up the
State University of New York:

Ronald Servis, student
government president at
Brockport, says that John Toll is
.extremely dedicated" and filled

with "unrelenting energy." He
claims, however, that until
Gould and Toll explained the
panel's aims to the student
leaders gathered in Albany last
weekend, he wasn't sure exactly
what he was supposed to be
doing. He expresses frustration
with the Albany administrators:
"They don't want to give us
information," he says glumly.

Eileen Ryan, on leave from
New Paltz, fears that
student-administration relations
may be worsening. Citing recent
violence at the Buffalo campus,
she says, "If some kind of
mutual trust doesn't come out
of the Chancellor's panel,
Buffalo's going to become the
rule rather than the exception."
Eileen hopes to organize a
permanent state-wide body to
represent SUNY students in
Albany, and plans to visit state
campuses later this spring in an
attempt to gain support for her
plans.

Judy Schub doing graduate
work at the University at
Binghamton, finds working on a
State University committee with
John Toll quite different from
her earlier experiences as an
undergraduate student leader
and anti-war activist. As Toll was
explaining his work to the
student cabinet, she sat at a side
table writing to a friend, "I'm
tired of being a nice girl.
Sometimes I want to grab a
microphone and shout
obscenities." Although she
rarely mails such letters, Judy
says, "I've been here a month
and the more I think the more I
write these letters." Yet
although her political views are
several shades to the left of John
Toll and anyone else on the
panel, she's still there in Albany,
earnest about her job and
enthusiastic about her

colleagues' work.
Toll himself is not expressing

any reservations about his job.
Praising his student staff
members, he issued a call for
further student involvement in
the various subcommittees now
beginning to function. He is
optimistic about the outcome of
his panel's recommendations, "I
think the Board of Trustees is
very receptive to good ideas," he
says, adding that * he expects
many good ideas to be drawn
forth from all elements-of the
SUNY system.

But will the trustees act on
any radical alterations of the
SUNY system that the panel
may propose? The student
staffers hope so, but they know
what they're up against.
"Mayble we can change the
whole fuckin' society," says one,
"but it's questionable. . ."

Evaluate Priorities
The Chancellor's Panel on

University Purposes was created
last December by Chancellor
Samuel B. Gould in order to
analyze long-range changes in
society and higher education and
then determine, "what the State
University's particular role is to
be in this forward movement."
"A set of reasonable
recommendations" to the Board
of Trustees for possible master
plan revisions is sought by the
chancellor. Gould designated
Toll as the first director of this
panel, leading to immediate
speculation that the
appointment was a first step in
easing Toll out of the Stony

Brook presidency. Also named
to the study group were nearly
50 New Yorkers whose
occupations ranged from
corporate president to Nobel
Prize winning scientist to
student.

Exactly how does one go
about determining the
long-range goals of higher
education and the massive,
far-flung State University
system? Toll and his study group
haven't answered this question
yet but already there are signs
that aome student leaders aren't
happy with the panel's structure,
its mandate or its modus
operandi.

While Toll is brightly saying,
"We're not just blue-skying,
we'll start off trying to be as
bold as possible," a number of
students are far less optimistic
about the panel's chances for
success. At a Chancellor's
student cabinet meeting in
Albany this past weekend,
several student government
presidents objected to the vague
generalities of the Chancellor's
study. "What about some of the
present problems, like what's
happening at Buffalo?" asked
the president of Harpur's
student body, and his concern
was echoed by several other
student leaders. Gould
responded that current issues
could be handled by other study
groups or by individual
campuses and Toll agreed. Yet
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schools: Medicine, Dental
Medicine, Nursing, Allied Health
Professions, Social Welfare and

Basic Health Sciences, and a
University Hospital. Completion
of all stages of the building
program will take almost a
decade.

4Some students will be
admitted to the Schools of
Social Welfare, Allied Health and
Nursing in 1970, to Medicine in
1971, and to Dental Medicine in
1972," Dr. Pellegrino said.
"When fully operational, the
Center is expected to enroll
3,000 full-time students in all
levels of the health professions.
In addition, academic
opportunities, ranging from
basic health sciences through the
usual clinical disciplines to
community medicine and
services, will be available in
programs of postgraduate and:
continuing education."

The 150-acre site for the
center, on the east side of

- up---

subversive activity. If the board
rules an individual or group as a
subversive, then this information
is circulated to all federal
agencies for use in screening
applicants for employment.

The main reason for the
board's inaction during the
1960's was that several court
decisions ruled aspects of SACB
unconstitutional. Last
December, for instance, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia ruled
unconstitutional a law
empowering the Justice
Department to ask the board to
classify individuals as members
of Communist groups.

Nixon's recent executive
order would allow SACB to
widen its scope to include
organizations such as the Black
Panther Party and the
Weathermen faction of Students
for a Democratic Society, which
are not considered as affiliates of
the Communist Party.

Nicolls Road, is largely dense UNDERGROUND: Work has begun on carry pipes and other technical equipment rather If Nixon's requ
woodland, varying in elevation constructing a tunnel to join all the academic than people. taxpayers will be
from 90 to 245 feet above sea. buildings. Unfortunately it will be designed to photo by Mike Amico _ men $36,000 each
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many students exped the
desire to graduate on their own
campus even if it does rain."

Several changes in the
-commencement format are being
proposed by senior
representative Phil Chin. Chin
-would like to include one or two
additional student speakers,

::whom the seniors feel wree
significant during their years at
: Stony Brook. Formerly, the
ionly speaker was the President.
More faculty speakers were also
proposed. Chin feels that "The
people sitting on the dais should
be those relevant to the senior
class. Therefore, I feel that men
such as Professor Weinberg, John
De Francesco and others like
them should be allowed to sit on
the dais."

Chin also suggested that there
be no main speaker. However, it
was unofficially revealed that
Mr. Peale, the publisher, of
Scientific American might speak.

Tentative plans for senior
week include a faculty senior
clambake to replace the
traditional faculty- student
dance, a free concert and a
series of movies. Other events to
take place from June 1-7 might
be a faculty-senior basketball
game and boat ride. Chin also
suggested a senior "be-in," for
which one room in the Union
building or the gym would be
cleared and filled with pinball
machines and similar games.

A senior class meeting will be
held next Tuesday at 7 p.m., in
the Union Main Lounge to
discuss these plans.

commencenent tot ths years
senior class. photo by R. Weisenfeld broadcasted Student Council meeting last Wednesday.

Photo by Stephen EisenbergPlans have been made to hold
this year's June 7 graduation on
the athletic field. Since tickets
will not be necessary for the
commencement, -seniors, will be
able to invite as many guests as
they desire. Following the exer-
cises, a reception will take place
in the five quads. At that point,
diplomas or diploma covers will
be distributed. Approximately
8000 people, including the
graduates, are expected to
attend.

Commencement will take
place on the athletic field even if
it rains. Mrs. Maureen Bybee, a
member of the commencement
committee, explained, "We
thought of having the
commencement at the Commack
Arena, but it is unattractive, and

not anti-white. We are clearly
aware of the definitions of the
words used in our position, and
will not answer any questions
pertaining to the definitions
because the statement can be
taken as it appears."

Wolfe believes that actions
such as burning Dr. Walker's
door is "an attempt by certain
people to divert attention from

political issues to promote racial
wa." He went on to say that
condemning racist acts is not
sufficient and that slogans won't
end the problem, nor will gang
violence.

Pointing out that this problem
'can't be whitewashed," Wolfe
stressed that Dr. Walker's life
was threatened, and "this must
be taken seriously." He cited
several other incidents during
the year where crosses were
burned in Tabler Quad, black
students were pushed down
steps, and were refused
admission to parties.

Wolfe explained that there
were only two alternatives from
which the Student body must
choose. The first is for all
students to isolate the racists,
and the second is to allow them
to continue their actions. Said
Wolfe "it's a dear choice - we
must stop this. No motions can
do this, it involves an effort by
everyone. "

been supporting the bill with
renewed interest during the past
week. This renewed interest
seems to be a direct result of the
demonstrations at Buffalo that
began three weeks ago. One
assemblyman warned others that

'anarchists at Buffalo" are a
threat to the educational system,
and several stressed the need for
"law and order on the

apuses."

By TOM MURNANE li *'

A bill that would withdraw
state support from any college
or university failing to suspend
students convicted as a result of
participation in campus
disorders will go to the floor of
the New York State legislature
next week.

Apparently angered by the
present demonstrations at the
State University of New York at
Buffalo campus, assemblymen
on the Education Committee
have strongly backed the bill.
The bill was reported out of the
Committee this week and will
then be considered in the
legislature.

Assemblyman Albert J.
Hausbeck (R-Buffalo), who
introduced the bill into
committee, said in an interview
that "it is a minor bill." But
when asked if the bill would be
effective in discouraging campus
disorder, Assemblyman
Hausbeck said "that's the main
purpose of the bill."

If passed, the bill would force
state universities to deal with
convicted students, by handing
out suspensions from one year
to permanent suspension from
campus. Under present
provisions of the bill a
committee of deans would be
responsible for setting up a
hearing for the convicted
students.

By JAY SAFFER
The New York State Senate

voted 31 to 26 on Wednesday to
make the state's abortion law
one of the most liberal in the
country. If passed by the State
Assembly - and the prospects
for passage reportedly are good
-a woman in New York will -_ be
able to obtain abortions after
consulting with her own
physician.

The measure approved by the
Senate contains no time limits
on when abortions could be
performed, no residency
requirments, and no restrictions
on the number of abortions a
woman can have during her
lifetime. The bill now goes to
the Assembly, where it is
expected to be debated next
week.

Governor Rockefeller is
expected to sign the bill into law
if it passes the Assembly hurdle.
He has repeatedly called for
reform in the mast to change

the mother's life and opponents
have argued that it favors the
rich who can pay for psychiatric
reports to support a legal
abortion.

Proponents of a liberalized
abortion policy have waged their
fight in the Assembly for the last
five years. They believe that
passage by the Senate -
normally considered to be the
more conservative house - is the
key to success this year. The
Senate majority leader, Earl W.
Brydges (R-Niagara Falls), who
:is a long-time opponent of the
abortion reform movement,
attempted to kill the measure
this year by only allowing the
most liberal proposal to be
brought up' for a Senate vote.
And although he denied this
publicly, reports indicated that
it was his belief that such a
radical reform would be
defeated by conservatives and
:moderates in the Senate. The
Speaker of the Republican
controlled Assembly, Perry
:Duryea of Suffolk County, has

New York's law, one of the most said that he will follow the to say whether it willpass or
restrictive in the country at the sentiment of the Senate in not, b wontended at "ill as
present time. The current law submitting the reform measure good bill." c en thalong wit'sha
permits abortions only. to save to the Assembly. o bl assebm, a ave

.several other assemblymen, have
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Lower level Harpo Marx College

featuring

12 Flavors, Hot Sandwiches, Sodas

Sundaes, Shakes, Candy etc.

Now open Sat. & Sun. Afternoons 1-6 P. M.

Sun. - Thurs. 8 P.M. - 1 A.M. Fri. & Sat. 8 P.M. - 2 A.M.
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By MARSHA PRAVDER

During the first live WUSB
broadcast of a Student Council
meeting, Polity ident Lonnie
Wolfe discussed the Black
Community response to several
racial incidents on campus.

Early Tuesday morning,
vandals defaced the office doors
of BlacJk Studies P Im
Director Ann Mae Walker and
two white professors. Black
Students United quickly
responded with a letter to the
University Community saying
that "The administration,
faculty, and students have subtly
embarassed, overtly intimidated,
openly harassed and tried to
inflict violence on the Black
faculty and students" and "The
next incident perpetrated against
Black people . . we will retaliate
in self defense." Wolfe said it
was ' a shame that the white
-community takes thestatement
as a threat. . . the only people
who have something to fear are
those who commit racist acts."

Dan Savage and Gene Davis
represented Black Students
United at the Council meeting
where Savage issued the
following statement: "We are

Student Riot Bill
Before Legislature

N.Y. Senate Passes
Liberal Abortion Bill
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The CAI (Computer-A-itted
Instruction) laboratory on

a ust bas reently received a
course wbieh b ides review
and pr-ctioe for thoie students
wbo ill ha troubewith some
of the basic eonventions and
rules of En" p tuation and
us_. Many dts found
CAI belpful in oar course,
and we fede that is
may be belpl to you. You iol
salect ONLY that p tio the

Ia YOU require.
Attendance is completely
voluntary - you wiA CEd at
your o rte and stop wen
you wi If you would like to
use this proram, or observe CAI
before uking yo deis,

p an Mrs B. Sievel at
246-7064. April 6 in the last day
on wice aplicnts wffl be

acceptEd ^
Environental Panel-8:00 p.m.,

Sunday March 22. Guests are:
Dr. Andrew Hull, Dr. Dexter
Hinckley (both are from
Brookhaven Labs), Dr. John
Dawson from the. University
Health Service, and Mr. Anthony
Taormina from N. Y. S.
Conservation Dept. Topics to be

*discussed include Thermal.
Pollution, Fish ft Wildlife &
Overpopulation. Sponsored by
Kelly Quad.

* * *
Friday, March 19, 9:30 p.m., in
S.U.B. Main Ballroom-A Mood,
sponsored by S.A.B. and Sanger
Col. featuring "The Smubbs."

* * *
Independent Study Proposals:
Deadline for receipt of Summer
'70 proposals in liberal Studies

Office is April 1, 1970. Deadline
for receipt of Fall '70 proposals
is May 1, 1970. Further
information is available in the
Liberal Studies Office. 156
Social Science "B".

Hall party Friday March 20.
10:00 pm. Bottle of ampane
awarded to gir voted At
gregariou Daue M to
begim at Mdnite. Free Booze
and Beer. Girl: Free-Guys:
$.50. Dreiwer blege-Taer
3-3B,

IpratSenkor ClansMeig
Tuesday, March 24, 7:00 p.m.,
Main lounge, Stony Brook
Union. Agenda: Mimination of
Senior-Faculty -Dinner-Dance;
Diploma at commencement, yes
or no? Commenement format.

Atio s for Orientation
leader for this summer will be
awaiable Ftarting LThursday.
March 19, at the Adm'o
Office in the I irmary.

Financial Aid altions for
the 1970-71 academic year are
now available in the financial aid
office. Mteias are being mailed
to all persons who received aid
last year. Students who do not
receive theme within the next
two weeks and/or wish to apply
for fnancial aid for 1970-71,
should pick up aoplication forbs
at the Financial Aid Office, B-0
Benedict. Recipients of Regents
Scholarship and Scholar
Incentive Awards must reappl4
each year. The Regents
Examination & Scholarship
Center normally mails these to
student home addresses in late
June or July. Should you not
receive these, it is your
responsibility to contact them
prior to December 1.

* * *

April M. S. RK C. cruises to be
announced Sunday at 1:00 pAm.,
Biology 043. All interested
members please attend. Marine
Science Club.

language clubs, inte--
relations clubs, or any

iatn wicb invslved in
international un di"
There would be cultural as well
a political itions.

Understanding i the key idea
in esta g e InMational
Resdee. a orde with

Gray C<llege bas been
dcen as tbe loation. ce it is

a smal dorm and can only hold
appoximately 200 students, te

international col will be a
self-contained unit. Tbrough
activities and interaction in the
dorm the students. will get to
know eacb ot~ier. Altbough
there are 400 international
students on eapus, only 100 of
them will be able to five in the
college next year. Howver, the
idea was to start small, allowing
all students participating to

beoeinvolved.
contne on pag 10

I Calendar
SATURDAY, MARCH 21

C.O.C.A. film " Belle de Jour"',
Lecture Center 100, 8:00 &
10:30 pm.
SUNDAY, MARCH 22
Student Senate Bi-Weekly
Meeting No. 8-Stony Brook
Union, Room 214

Cardozo College Concert-Doris
Ann McMullen, Pianist, Cardozo
Lounge, 8:00 P.M.

Theater Production Empire
Builders University Theater
(Gym) 8:00 P.M.

C.O.C.A. Film-Greed Lecture"
Center 100, 8:00 & 10:30 P.M.

Dreiser College Movie-Bridge
Un The River Kuxi Dreiser
College Lounge, 8:30 P.MK

James College Movie-MacBeth
Henry James College Lounge,
8:30 P.M *

students. Tbe oommittee wrote
that students have
M . . . beequite spoiled by the

dard of living and
the tlt of having to work
f or something; even an
eduation. is one wbich may
never have passed t-h-di the
minds of many of them"99
Intrntina students on the
other band, "have some
realization of academic
v asp on-sibility. t

Establishing an international
cokpeg would not only benefit
the students living there, but the
entire unvesty. The college,
eiving fundas any other

renden edcollege, would not face
the money problems that
effected the activities of the
International Club. The
Advisory Committee said, "The
Interational College could aerve
as a focal point and aB a resource
for fostering the activities of

Weekenc
FRIDAY, MARCH 20

aCO.C.A. Flm " Belle de Jour",
Lecture Center 100, 8: 00 &
10:30 p.m.

International Folk Dancing,
Engineering Eldg. Lobby, 8:00
p.m.

my TINA MYBRSON

International students, who in
the past have ted to be
swallowed by the sea of
Amea students, a now
}bying _hi peaence felts
example of this is the
Ie tional Coffee House in

Kelly-Gruzen. A newer
manifestation of their desire to
become prt of the --_nstrem
of Stony Brook- life i the
establishment of an
Inteatial Re dnce
for Sep ember 1970.

Two hundred students will
live in the Inentonal Clge
Tbe ndec will be coed and
cozmpiWed of 100 American and
100 foreign -dipts on the
graduate and un duate
level. As written in the
memorandum from The
Advisory Committee for the
Formation of an International
Residence College, the hope that
there will be an "integration of
foreign and American students
and that some degree of
understanding can be fostered
between them." Ralph Morrison,
Director of the International
Students Office, fees both
groups of students will benefit
by living together. Many of the
foreign students majoring in
math and sciences do not get a
respite from these disciplines.
Mr. Morrison said, "We want to
expose them (international
students) to people taking
Liberal Arts majors." The
college would also undertake to
alleviate the language problems
of then foreign students, the
greatest reason for their
isolation.

American students would also
stand to gain from exchanging
ideas with international
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Full Line-of Replacement Parts-
cGenerators & Starters in Stock

NAININK SN9P SEIVI6E
867 W. Merrick Rd-Valley Stream
Where Nassau Meets Queens

Open Till 10 p.m. Including Sat. 516 CU5-6600
.15% Discount with SUNY ID or Ad 212 AR 6-1200 _

-i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.40o ON.-"I-40 ww4dw,0

HI, Dr. J.
University,
Liquids"I
Hall, 4:30

Chemistry Lecture
Jortner, Tel Aviv
"Electrons in
Chemistry Lecture
p.mn

Theater Production Empire
Builders University theater
(Gym), 8:00 p.m.

3 Hillel, with the assistance of Dreiser College, Presents its Annual t

. PURIM FESTIVAL.
on

. Sat. Night March 21
* ~~~~~~~~~~at

. 9:00 RM. for Reading of
.The Megileah

*. (Book of Esther)
.10:15 EM. The Party Begins

*. Shlomo carlebaecn*
Refreshments Will Be Served including

the traditional Purim Pastry,
"HAMANTASHEN"

It's All Happening at the
Student Union Cafeteria

There'll also be Noisemakers!
vv**-*------------*-----------*------------------------*-*--*-;*««*

Funding
I
I
I
I
II

I

I
I

I

Noti cosInterna tional Residence College
To Be Established In September

I

Polity
MustlSubmil- a Detailed

Budget Request lo
Larry Remer

c/o Polity Office

Requests Must Be In By
March 27th, 1970

The following are to be
included in all requests:

Purpose
Nalure
Itemiz9d Accounts
Rational0
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Rau$s
$1 for 15 words or kess;
86€ ior multiple. insertl
Pro-payment required.

12 noon two days previous to
tat f publication.

TEACHER (AGE 23) wants
interesting traveling companion,
(preferably 23 or older) male or
female to drive cross-country to
California with her. Has own car. Can
leave anytime after June 19. Call
Chris 928-0067, evenings after 4:00
p.m.

AUTOMOTIVE
1966 CORVETTE SILVER
CONVERTIBLE 327/350 H.P.
Automatic, AM/FM, Mags, Burglar
Alarm, New Top. 6940.

1966 DELUXE KARMON GHIA
W/1600 c.c. 4-speed Porsche Engine;
Perfect; European design; white
hardtop; automatic sunroof; AM/FM;
$1400; Call Bob 4406.

FOR SALE
REFRIGERATORS, $25. $2 extra
delivery to Stony Brook. Refrigerator
Repair Service. 537-9823. Call
afternoons.

STANDEL BASS AMP-two 12"
heavy duty bass speakers with
seperate 15" organ speaker. Organ
speaker is brand new and still in
carton. Asking $250 or will trade for
portable organ. Call 6223.

HOUSE FOR SALE-FUR-
N I SHED-leaving country.
5/bedroom, 3/bathrooms, fireplace,
appliances, fence, patio, drapes,
carpets, extras. $42,000 Stony
Brook, Strathmore. 751-2639.

PANASONIC MINICHANGER
TURNTABLE excellent condition.
Less than one year old. Call 4590.

LOST & FOUND
LOST 'BROWN WALLET with
important papers. Please return the
wallet and keep the money. Call Anil
4685.

FOUND 1969 NEW ROCHELLE
H.S. ring and amethyst ring 3/13
Girls' Locker Room. Call Miriam
5867.

LOST BLACK CAT with white
markings vicinity of Roth. Call 7546.

FOUND BROWN WINTER COAT,
brown leather buttons. Call 4212 if
yours.

LOST G I R L'S G RAY EYEG LASSES
in pink cloth case. If found please
call 265-0553. My only pair. Thank
you.

IF ANYONE FINDS A BROWN
PLAID PEA-JACKET please return it
to the Statesman office or call 3690.
It's still winter.

LOST OLD STRAW HAT in Lecture
Hall. Call Andy 7469

WILL THE PERSON WHO stole my
Blue '63 Impala please return it. No
questions asked. Called Andy 7469

students~~ in pschloy Ps- "dfiut in decdin on a showe a- make llcln -1------- ----- S--- - imr

PERSONAL

SERVICES
JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS!
Students, Teachers. Stateside and
International Jobs. Recreational
Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs.
All occupations and trades. Enjoy a
vacation while you earn. Hurry! The
best jobs are taken early. Write:-.
JOBS, P.O. Box 475, Dept. CP 212-1.
Lodi, Calif., 95240.

MOTORCYCLE 'INSURANCE FS-1
insured immediately. Collision, fire.
theft, available. No charge tix or
accidents. Frank Albino, 1820
Middle Country Road, Centereach.
981-0478.

ONCE THERE WERE TREES and a
river . . . once there was a time of
man. Help William vanden Heuvel
become Governor and reinstate a
"etime of man." Call 212-889-1522.

GUITAR LESSONS-Reasonable
rates. Call Andy 7469

Pi CT U RES-Women in bondage,
complete with whips, SM material,
wide assortment. 500 in full color.
Call 6808.

JERRY FORSOOTH YOU
VENTURE FORTH away from our
happy journalistic hovel. Perchance
we'll miss you. Alas we will.
Statesman Staff.

W A N T E D - H I G H L Y
SOPHISTICATED and very costly
telephone communication. apparatus
recently absconded from various
places in the University. Please
return to crazy Jerry.

WILL THE PEOPLE who are wiring
their rooms with the telephone Co.
wire please take into mind it
disintegrates in 48 hours.

FLORIDA BOUND? Need a place to
stay for Easter? $15 a day. Call Jerry
7367.

MONTE: 87 IS UP the wrong
alley-Baron, Cleves, Dwil.

RIDE-WANTED
TWO GRAD STUDENTS need ride
to west coast following finals; Share
Expenses. Call Gordon 6728.

RIDE WANTED FOR TWO to
Florida. Destination: Daytona or
thereabouts. Call John, 3708, will
pay.

when the computeR

on youR WRISt
BReaks bown...

You'd never think of attacking the repairs on a
modern electronic computer ... nor should

you think of "tinkering" with a broken watch. As
precisely adjusted as its big brothers, your

wrist "computer" requires the technical skills of a
trained repairman. We have such skills and our

repairs are speedy, reliable and modest in cost.

bAVIS jewelers
Three Village Plaza

Setauket, N.Y.

Open Friday Evening

, L
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Motherhoode Maseee And
By BOB WEISENFELD Mediocrity." The Silent Majority is tired of

"Even if he were mediocre, there are a lot of expertise. We've listened to the experts for years
e e judges and people and lawyers. Aren't about the benefits of technology and science.

they entitled to a little representation and a Where, I ask, has it gotten us-pollution, no
little chance? We can't have all B ydeises and 'parking spaces, the deterioration of. . .
Cardozoi and Frankforters and stuff like that "Of the environment?"
there." '"No, of my neighborhood. .. The Silent

Senator Roman LH1sk2a (R-Neb.) 3/16/70 Majority will take care of the pollution problem,
The Senator paced around the office with an though. We're preparing a campaign for reusable,

angry look on his face. "The liberals are returnable chewing gum wrappers, and a big
complaining again about Judge Carswelns national clean up week this June. We want to
'undistinguished record'," he told the beautify our highways with flowers and remove
interviewer. "It's about time they stopped unsightly, unwashed hippies from our streets."
picking on us little guys. Not everyone can have "But how can you get hippies to change their
a distinguished record. Why, this is looks?"
discrimination on the basis of ability!" "Draft them, or throw them in jail.e

"You mean you agree that he's not an "Wouldn't that be violating their civil rights?"
exceptional jurist?" "We feel that the area of civil rights could

"Of course I agree. He's a thoroughly best be served by an era of 'benign retreat.' It's
mediocre person." time we sent the intellectuals back to the

."Then why do you support him? I'm afraid I campuses. And speaking of campuses, it's time
don't understand." we cleaned up the drug problem. Our statistics

"That's why he was nominated. We in the show that most heroin users started off on milk.
Republican Party have come to realize that And the same thing goes for those pot addicts
mediocrity is an essential part of middle too."
America. In fact, mediocrity is as american as "We have to flush the troublemakers out of
apple pie."' our universities so that the educational process

Time for Change can continue."
"Our platform this year will be characterized Mediocrity is the American Way

by the slogan "Motherhood, Mace, and "Let's give government back to the npnlft.

Psychological Services
Promises Confidentiality
By JEFFREY MARSHALL Services is jointly sponsored by I major, studying, male-female

t h e Of f ic e o f Student Affairs relationships, and problems of
"Problems that most students and the Department of identity as to why I am in

face range from academic work Psychology. The O.S.A. supplies college? and where do I go from
to inter-personal relationships," the bulk of the funds to the here? These problems may causes ai d Dr. Daid Pomeranz, -program, w h ile t h e Psychology anxiety and depression." The
referring t o those difficul t ies Department pays the salaries of topic of students and drugs was

which he and his department try the clinical-faculty members. a touchy issue with Dr.
to help students deal with Students seeking help are Pomeranz. He thought it was irn
effectively. required to fll out some forms the better interest of Psyche

7 Twe orpanization, commonly that amount to a lot of red-tape. Services if information with
known as the Psych Services, is The student is then assigned to a respect to the above was not

1X itz sLxbi year ox existence. tnerapLst. 1 herapy is usually divulged. DAVID
Under the direction of Dr. individual, although group How successful is Psych informati
Pomeranz, a graduate of therapy has been used on Services in dealing with the outsiders.
Brooklyn College who did his occasion. The type of therapy student's problems? At the end mark o
graduate work at the University employed depends upon the of a patient's therapy a form is increased
of Rochester, the staff includes problem of the patient. Visits filled out by the therapist. The year's stg
ten psychology professors, four are weekly and for one hour. form is subject to the discretion less than
post-doctorals in psychology, Just what are the problems of the individual therapist. It is a students
one full-time psychologist, one that Stony Brook students patient progress report, based on worse, 1
part-time psychologist, one contend with? Doctor Pomeranz a scale of one to seven. A rating showed n
social worker and eight graduate stated that they vary from of one means the patient 70% of th
students in psychology. Psych , "difficulty in deciding on a showed a markedr decline: a improvem

Medioeritay
The Republican party is out to guarantee the
Silent Majority the mediocre government they
so richly deserve. Think of the progress that has
been made since 1968. Dick Nixon, Spiro
Agnew, Attorney General Mitchell, Julius
Hoffman ... "

"But even these men aren't totally mediocre,"
the interviewer protested. "Spiro is an
outstanding phrase-monger, Mitchell is an
accomplished liar, and Hoffman is an
exceptional hypocrite."

""Yes, these men are certainly leaders in their
fields, but each has enough flaws to balance out
the pluses."

"But what about Nixon?"
"It's the same with him. He's an outstanding

sports fan, for instance, but a lousy player.
Good wholesome mediocrity, right to the core."

"But don't you think that it could be
dangerous to give so much power to mediocre
men? Doesn't it disturb you to know that a
mediocre hand may be hovering above the
nuclear button?"

"Not in the least, Remember, Mr. Nixon has
only mediocre aim. Excuse me, but I have to get
back to work."

The Senator penciled slogans for the new
campaign:

"Let's see . . . ah! 'Mediocrity in the defense
of IJbfrtw» ic

---- r- --

eight to
Brook un

POMERANZ: Director of Psych Services asserts that
ion gained during interviews will not be released to

photo by Mike Amico
if seven indicates to two percent of the graduates
I improvement. Last seek the aid of Psych Services.
atistics indicated that New requests for the aid of
* one percent of the Psych Services has certain peaks,
seeking help became occurring at the same times

L2% of the students every year. These include the
0o change at all, while period just after the resumption

ie students displayed an of classes at the end of extended
lent. In a given year holidays and just previous to
ten percent of Stony finals. Reasons for the new
idergraduates and one Continued on page 10
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To the Editor:
A wry unfortunate incident occurred

during last week*s regularly scheduled
COCA movie. As « often the caw when a
fairly popular movie m being shown, more
people than there is convenient room for
attended both showing There are 585
seats in Lecture Hall 100, more than any
other lecture hall on campus. It is also
with some difficulty that CQCA "won"
usage of this facility.

Various fire regulations that the COCA
staff has to put up with include one
regulation that prohibits students (or
anyone else) from sitting on the floor
during a movie. During last Friday's
movie a few students managed to
"overpower" a couple of COCA'S less
than Herculean-sized ushers and gained
admittance to the lecture hall. A few
others who had been locked outside
refused to accept the foot that they too
were not going to receive "favorable
treatment." - ^

After about half an hour of persuasion
most of the students agreed to leave.
About fifteen remained including a
couple who tried to pry or force open the
locked glass doors. The IRC student
manager of the building was forced to call
Security. When Security arrived all but a
couple of students dispersed. One picked
an argument with the Security man and
was subsequently handcuffed and taken
away.

While I hope that this particular
individual was not drastically punished by
the over-anxious Security force, it is a
lesson too late for the learning. A little
cooperation from our fellow students in
tolerating the necessary rules (few as they
are) is all that we ask.

a COCA usher

Government Abuse

To the Editor:

We would like to comment on the
story by Carol Giardina (Statesman,
March 18). While we agree with her that
her brother and his friends are innocent
victims, we think that she errs in*
identifying the oppressor.

We specifically refer to her phrase
"democratic rights are impossible in
racist, capitalist, male supremacist
Amerika (sic)." Capitalism is a popular
scapegoat these days and it is fashionable
to blame it for all evils. "Hie irony in this
case is that capitalism is the only social
system that is based on and consistent
with the recognition of man's right to his
life-and this is the basic right on which
all other rights are founded. The right to
property is a necessary consequence of
life, and the capitalism recognizes this
elementary fact and protects private
property.

In a capitalist society, the power of
government would be limited to the
protection of people from violence by
individuals. To protect the people from
violence by the government, which
historically has been the most consistent
violator of human rights, would be the
function of a constitution. ^Thus, the
purpose of the constitution would be to
define the bill of rights as defining the
rights of the individual. This is erroneous.
In fact, it is to guard against such a
dangerous misinterpretation that the
ninth amendment was written:

The enumeration in the
Constitution of certain rights
shall not be construed to deny
or disparage others retained by
the people.

We think that Miss Giardina's toother
and his friends are victims of government
power. Under a capitalist system,
marijuana and other drugs would be legal,
and this particular incident would never
have occurred. In any case, a policeman
or other government official who violates
the rights of an individual would be guilty
and should be punished. While it is
impossible to guarantee against all abuses
of povner by government officials, a
general understanding of the function of
government would make such incidents
far less frequent.

FuadAbbud
VickiPcrkins

To the Ecfitor:Jewish Pride
To the Editor:

The recent outbursts again
in the University Community
underlined the sickness and
rackm. But to me. these in<
demonstrated something '
solidarity and pride of the fe
students have remarked to i
bond is understandable I
Macks are presently being thi
are still fighting for their ngfc
society, whereas a group such
who are no longer threatene
S. that is) has no need for ui
the U. S., and on gai^ipo^ as
no comparison between
immediate threat to which U
constantly subjected and
which the Jews might feel, i
wish to suggest that such a
can be made.

What I am concerned abo
is Jewish pride. Why ar
students on this campus con<
a United Jewish Appeal DOS
up in G cafeteria? Why ai
students concerned when
anti-semitic grafitti scrawled
over the campus? On one vi
College you will find J. E. 1
in black paint. Why an
students concerned that the
course in this University in
Jewish history and cultur
Jewish students back away v
them to contribute to t
Struggle for Soviet Jewry? N
a direct threat before 1

.concerned? Perhaps if the Je^
long enough with their smu]
security* they will yet once ag
a direct threat. I don't want
entire University Cora
anti-Semitic, I don't want to i
of retaliation to the student

: don't seek any sort
confrontation (I hope such
never be necessary). All that
is that Jewish students take
in who and what they are,
concerned about their own
heritage as well as others.

passions can they be contrary to one
another." There wOl always be racists:
the kind who tote axe handks or deface
doors, but ako the kind that will eondem
this letter as "subtle intimidation."

It K up to us, the students of Stony
Brook, to disregard the vicious diatribes
of some, and utilize the legitimate
channels to deal with the problem of
racism, on the level of human beings, not
barbarous animals. May I quote
Statesman (which you may or may not
choose to classify as racist): '"There is no
reason for this campus of supposedly
intelligent people to discard logic and
turn to their emotions." D'accord.

AHenM.Gown

To the Editor:
It has come to our attention that

besides being politically and racially
polarized, this campus is musically
polarized. When one attends a Stony
Brook mood, he will observe one of two
phenomena. He will either see a lot of
people having a good time dancing to a
rhythm and blues or soft rock (not
bubble-gum) band or a somewhat smaller
group sitting and listening to a hard rock
band, having an equally good time, I
suppose. The problem is that quite often,
one travels back and forth across campus
to one or two moods, hoping to meet
someone and dance a little, enters,
exiaims "Oh crap, not again," and goes
back to his yellow marker. Although we
personally prefer dancing to sitting, we
can understand the other side, and it is
for this reason that we feel a distinction
should be made. SAB or a sponsoring
college should advertise a "mood" when
it is presenting a band which one can sit
and listen to and observe its technical
skill (?) but cannot dance to. Something
else, maybe a "mixer", should be
advertised when the band is dancable. If
by each weekend (provided we don't hve
a concert from some one-album-
soon-to-disband-group) we had at least
one of each, there would be few
complaints, right? Wrong, but there
would be a vast improvement, anyway.

Arthur J. Policharo
Lawrence G. Nevins

Alan Becker

6t the blacksIn-much as your zesty coverage of

have clearlyBuffalo's student strike has not somehow

ugliness of^Marked a similar uprising here at Stony

cidents havea^^t apparently Statesman has chosen

^^ _ vto take the vandalous act of one or two

Jacks Manydemented people and incredibly distort

Ene that this t h e m e id e n t * m y0 ^ traditional vulgar

iceauae the a n d P"®"1® manner, to the point where
_--- .- ,Dr. Pond, in behalf of 8,000 students,
.vs^cuw emu-^ * * * * - A^VA * .*
tful idft *must apologize for an act 7,999 of them
^. . p .did not commit, supposedly to delay the

JrfrfcT'r?'"self-defense retaliation" forewarned by
{ m ^ .the Black Students United. This isw y. " er e ln particularly interesting in view of the fact

the 1 t h at s t a t e6m a n c h o 6e n o t t o publish at all
1 Mir re a ^ a n y n ew s o f t h e w a n t o h defacing ofle A ar e seve ral academic buildings by "unknowna n y t n r ea t vandals" last spring. There was no
ma l do notapology from Dr. Toll, no front-page
comparisonopinions"; yet there was outrage, as

.there is now, among elements of theu t ' n o w eve r 'student body (even among those who

^roed wnen w ere a8ain st alleged war-related research

te r ^^^^Unfortunately, Messrs. Eber andren t Jewish.- ,, , , - < ... _Callendar, we do have a case of racism on

on walls all o u r ha n d s' lw lt t h e d^ase lies with those

rail in living w h o I^H^^ate the dissemination of its

W solattered
u ^y SPect re * o n e (o r t w o ) isolated

en*t Jewish^oid®
114® doth not a racist University

TO fcn't onemake. (Giving incorrect change to a white

the area ofP® 180 " K an accident; giving incorrect

e9 Whv do c hange to a black person is racism?)

rhenyouaskApparently the hypersensitivity of the

.he Student r ac e lssu e n as ^gg®^ your eyes and

lust one feel^PP^ V0 1" e 9a s- Y €s. t h er e are

becomesNegro-phobes on campus; there are also a

IPS sit aroundhandful of anti-semites and other assorted

ii attitude ofhatemongers among us. But to throw the

ain feel suchalbatross of guilt around all our necks is

to label theoutrageous. What we have here is a case
.,,of sinistemess that, carried to the nth

mak Are ts^'S 1^ has bitten its tail. The witchhunt
.. ^ , ,is now one, with the tables turned.m a y %an .Fellow students, it is time for some
01 wientsoui^earching. but not the kind that a
tactics willcover-all, carbon-copy student strike willam as ln ^somehow instill. It is time that we makea m 1!" su re €Ao u r b raiI ls are m eear before our

and become^^hs are unlocked." In the words of
people andgpinoza (whom you may or may not

choose to call a racist), "... insofar as
Elliot Prager^g^ ̂ ^ agitated by emotions which are

by scott ktippel
The list of professors, good professors, that

are no longer here just keeps on growing. It has
reached the point that almost any student,
whether a freshman or a senior, can name at least
one professor who is no longer here, but should
be.

The most obvious answer to this is that they
have failed to do the proper research. But there
is a greater issue behind the publish or perish
rule. Had greater pressure been brought to bear
last year, Mr. Weinberg might have been here
this year. Possibly if enough pressure is
generated this year, Mr. Schroer may be here
next year. But even if these professors were
granted tenure, the fact still remains that they
don't fit into the mold that this University
wants them to fit into. Thus the question is not
why they weren't granted tenure, but why the
powers that be feel that they don 9! belong in
this University.

Student power, through student
representation on all tenure committees, may
perhaps save these people (assuming 50-50
representation)^ but this doesn't even begin to
deal with the question why this University
cannot afford to have such people on its faculty.

The real question is who does this University
serve. This question being very nebulous and
open to conjecture, we must rather ask who
doesn't this University serve. Certainly it doesn't
serve the students, and this can be ascertained
from the students themselves. Most of us in
liberal arts (which includes most students) have
faced class closeouts, overcrowded classes,
lectures with several hundred students. Cut-
backs in teacher preparation have just been-
announced. Students who are able to stick out
science and engineering majors have it made, yet
while most students begin as some sort of science
major, most leave as some son 01 social science
maior. Only the best of the best are good
enough to remain in the sciences.

Does .this University serve society? The
working class builds the University but are

unable to attend because they arent good
enough. Do we teach people how to be people
or do we teach them to fit into pre-existing
slots? Do our professors do research designed to
help people or to control, or as a last resort, kill
them9

There is something fundamentally wrong with
this University, but no more than any other.
Student power could be the answer, but isn't.
We realized this last year. Everyone was yelling
student power, but when some started saying
that we should use student power to force the
University to serve the people of this country
and the world, instead of serving the Pentagon
and the corporations that plunder this country
and the world, everyone started to cry that they
were being manipulated. But what did we"
demand a University Senate for? To perpetuate
the policies that already existed except for
adding our complicity to it?

If Weinberg had been rehired, ifSchroeris
rehired, does that stop the reasons as to why
they were fired in the first place? The riot and
the burning of the security shack and cars last:
year, did that end the possibility of you being
busted for blowing some grass or dropping some
acid?

The answer to why the University does not
serve society does not lie in this campus. The
answer lies somewhere on the outside.
Reforming this University or any other is
attacking the effect, not the cause.
Demonstrations, sit-ins and takeovers are only
stop-gap measures. If we can force Schroer to be
rehired, he will be here next year, but so will the
reasons that he was originally fired. If we end
DOD research on this campus, it won't be done
here any more, but that doesn't mean that it
won't be done anywhere else. As long as
students deal with issues that involve only
students, instead of acting as members of society
dealing with issues that affect us all, we will be
confined to an endless amount of meaningless
"actions" that attack only what we have
become, not the reasons why.
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Voi coo-Title PeopleSDS Column
About two weeks ago a set of demands were

presented to the administration by a strike
steering committee at the University of Buffalo.
The most important demand was that of an end
to the university's ties to the military,
specifically an end to war research such as
Project Themis and an end to ROTC on campus.
Last year Stony Brook was also fighting against
this university's ties to the military. These
struggles came to fruition with the liberation of
the research file, library sit-in and the Computer
Center takeover.

Among the most important things discovered
was Dr. Chang's Control Systems Research. In
section C of his request for continuation of the
support of the Office of Scientific Research for
Control Systems (which was granted until
October 1970), he says:

"Differential game theory has
significant application in pursuit and
evasion strategy and has been the
subject of study for many
years ... It is well known that if A
knows B's move and bases his move
on B's, A is at a great advantage and
vice versa. If A has perfect
observation of this state variable,
then A can deduce B's move
instantly, and this is also true for B.
Thus the best strategies of A and B
are to observe each other, and to
switch "as the other switches in an
unending cycle at infinite speed."

As it turns out, there are huge computational
problems here particularly when one must be
able to switch strategy at "infinite speed." Such
problems, not at all uncommon in game theory,
have and are being worked out mathematically.
The solutions often involve manipulation of
large mathematical matricies. Only through the
use of sophisticated computers can such
problems be solved. The A and B terms so
innocently used in Dr. Chang's proposal will be
applied by the Air Force to designate the
relative tactical problems of two sides in a
military conflict, e.g., antiaircraft gunnery and
aircraft. He himself states: "One application of
interest is the missile versus anti-missile'case."

The university's attempt to get Themis on this
campus was well documented in last year's
publication by SDS called "TheOpen File." This
newspaper also exposed a bill pushed through
Congress which stated that if military recruiters
of any type are barred from campus, then the
university cannot receive any NASA contracts.
At Stony Brook, this led to a conflict between
Dean Weisinger of the Graduate School and Dr.
Stroke of the College of Engineering who
pressured the university into accepting the
NASAcontract by disguising his self-interest with
"academic freedom."

The reason we oppose Defense Department
research is to ally ourselves with those people
who are directly oppressed by United States
imperialism and not merely to cleanse the
campus. For example, at Columbia and Comell,
extreme campus opposition to war research has
led to the removal of campus-based war research
in favor of non-profit research institutes which
maintain a campus-like environment to attract
faculty. These institutions provide no less a link
between the Pentagon and the universities.

Independent Caucus
SDS

The Zoo

Who Does the Univ. Serve?
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By KEN NORRIS thumping of Bal
Perhaps it's hav

Having been led to a feeling to thiskindof I
that rock and roll musk is me wonder whi
stagnating, caught up in the Zeppelin are all
synthesis of a music that is itself The emotion
a synthesis of everything good early Cream
(and bad), my body and head listener was
were greatly happy to devastation. V
experience Delaney & Bonnie & wasted. It was
Friend's recent performance at the way you i
the Fillmore. Accompanied by concert if they i
Eric Capton, who has become T a
more and more drawn into thei Tee attitude
nucleus of the group, D&B&Finteresting to 9

sent out mad surges of happiness s e e n gto u mti
and subdued ecstasy. py j

In this post-year of labeled t h e y w e r e a wv
music, Delaney and Bonnie are c r e a t ing r e a li
pleasantly undefinable. Their Otherwis e , the
music transcends all boundaries, s e dat e -
bringing together the best of Experiencin
everything you could ever oneof the final
possibly like. The band, with the 'farewell tou
addition of dapton, has a down oan
fullness of sound that cannot beYour ears
touched by anyone today. There itgue S
are no gaps in their music. clapoed your

What ensued at the Fillmore yurtoe. tdid
was a good example of what can for th gou
happen w he the ypicalcdnt
American couple get drunk on a them to gt f
Friday night and play with their fr to ge
friends. resoumde aTche

Hell, I was there, like most re o u n d e da
everyone else, to see Capton. I werge t paln
wasn't really aware of D&B as a ta n e n ta l to a n œ
musical entity -before the what othey w
concert at all. Just an outright w h a t t h e y w e ]
Capton addict. It's been my o n l y b e d e sc r

privilege to watch his evolution. h e a v y rlke t hO

Although I never saw him with f e e l n g l ik e t h e
Kayakl, I did catch him with la y . ptotalI
Cream, just after the group got oub o t a l I
together and he was wonderfully»unoutedly di
caught up in playing his own The Eric I
kind of melodic blues, winding- playing with D
beautiful melodies around the is ' a musician
everchanging throb of Bruce's exceptional
bass and the ever-constant enjoying himng

41P

difference between D&B&F and
most other groups performing
today is that D&B&F want to be
up on the stage playing; they
really want to reach the
audience. They do. They make
you want to get up and move
your body. They make so much
happen at one time. Like the
Airplane they are masters of
kinetics. Bonnie wails, Delaney
deals out funky guitar, the horns
and organ scream, the bass and
drums just keep on pushing, and
Eric (Easyhands) Clapton just
keeps on churning out totally
amazing licks. The totality
makes you smile. Here are these
wild-eyed totally drunk freaks
playing their hearts out, smiling,
beaming at you. What else can
you do but rejoice?

Bonnie looks like a hip
secretary, but once she starts
singing, memories of Joplin
become a joke. The little lady
named Mary Clayton that
knocks off Mick Jagger in
"Gimme Shelter" is really-,
Bonnie. She dances around,
banging out a mean tambourine,
shouting out encouragement to
the band. The way the horn
players blow, one is led to
wonder what the Stax-Volt
Revue and Blood, Sweat & Tears
are all about. As for their
material, Delaney and Clapton
have gotten together to write
some of the happiest music
around. Soon to be released is an
album titled Delaney & Bonnie
& Friends on Tour With Eric
Clapton which I'll go as far as to
buy on pure blind faith. In the
day of "Okay, sit there and dig
this," it's really fine to hear a
group that makes you rediscover
the fact that you have a body.

tker on his drums.
ring been exposed
blues that makes
at groups like Led
L about.
al effect that the
had upon the
one of total

Lou felt totally
much the same as
feel after a Who
were really on.

e of B,B&C was
ee. They could be
c what they were
k the respect that
re that they were
ly good music.
ey were totally

g Cream during
1 concerts of their
r," was a total
emotional level.
were somewhat
,till, you never
hands or tapped
dn't reach you. As
>'s members, the
be big enough for
far enough away
I other. Egos
e music that they
Xg was totally
,y sense of musical
r devoid of blues,
ore playing could
ibed as abstract,
Mne walked away
e victim of a bad
attitude was one
boredom and,
isgust.

Clapton that is
Oelaney & Bonnie
who is playing
music and is

elf. The marked

S2.80e
Hollies HE'S NOT HEAVY, HE'S MY BROTHER
Taste - BY THE BOARDS
Colosseum - THE GRASS IS GREENER
JOHN B. SEBASTIAN
THE VERY BEST OF THE LOVING SPOONFUL
Mountain - CLIMBING
James Taylor - SWEET BABY JAMES

s3.50
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young - DEJA VU
Moody Blues -YOUR CHILDREN'S CHILDREN

CHILDREN
Buddy Rich - GREATEST HITS
Simon & Garfunkel - BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED

WATER
Doors - MORRISON HOTEL
Beatles - AGAIN (HEY JUDE)
Pink Floyd - UMMUGUMA (2 Record Set)

I

Coming Soon:

Delaney & Bonnie - ON TOUR WITH ERIC
CLAPTON

Ten Years After - CRICKLEWOOD GREEN
LIVE STEPPENWOLF
LEON RUSSEL & FRIENDS
Joni Mitchell - LADY OF THE CANYON

WATCH FOR OUR NIGHTLY SPECIALS !
WATCH FOR SPECIAL GIFT CERTIFICATES

Records of the Week

Edward A-ver to Give Recital

The first American to win in
the C hopin International
Competition, the young artist
Edward Auer will give a recital
on Tuesday, March 24th. Called:
l'a formidable performer!" by
the New York Times- Mr. Auer
has been winning audiences and
critics with his recitals and solo
appearances throughout Europe.
Preparing for his first American
Tour in the 1970-71 season, Mr.
Auer's program next week will
consist of works by Mozart,
Chopin, Ravel, Schoenberg, and
Prokofiev. The recital will take
place in the University Lecture
Center and is scheduled to begin
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are priced
at $1.50 for faculty and staff.
Undergraduate students who
have paid the Student Activity
Fee will be admitted free.
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The IRIDESCENT, EVANESCENT HELLUVA
SUPER FREAKY BUNCH OF CHAIRS OF
THE CINEMA 100 present!:

elUe de Jourstarring Catherine Deneuve,
Genevieve Page, Pierre Clementi; written and
diected by Luis Bunuel.

Luis Bunuel hates us all and loves doing it. His

one passion is in misanthropy Yet our love lies
somewhere else, possibly in the clouds, in the

mindd or in the bed but nowhere near Bunuel.
He is detemined to bring us to our senses. Bele
de Jour is a merciless attack on the modem
conception of love, the fallacy being that sex is

its highest attainment and should now be

thought of as pure and a thing of wonder.

Catherine Deneuve is "the beauty of the day," a

woman who has everything a marriage could

want, including a strong love for her husband.

But she has no passion for him. She seeks her

sex during the day, as a prostitute, and dwells in

perversion until it is time to go home to her

love. Bunuel gloats over her and her tormented

morals but he tends to be too subtle and

relentless for his own good. Much of Belle de

Book Reviews

ressowER
G-S Au. a

CYCLE SALES
WHEU "SERVVICE" IS

OUR FRRST NAME__j
AUIHRIZED SALES & SVCE

TRIUMPH

ROYAL ENFIELD
JAWA-CZ
VELOCETTE &

AU O0Ef BRANDS
* NEW & USED - TRADES
* FREE ES
* TIME PAYMENTS
* INSURANCE ARRANGED
OPEN 6 DAYS 10 A.M. - P.M.
ALTERNATE CALL 473-904

ouT.n Al 4734737

Salon bes Refuses Oe Soixante neu,

Sponsored by the Stony Brook Union

Produced by Frank Trowbridge

March 21, 22, 23
Stony Brook Union

For more info. call 584-5269
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By HAROLD R. RUBENSTEIN

Jourm becosmes as sgi as Belle's customem. It
is as unclinuctic as her life and as unsas g
Thrusts at society are kept alive though
Deneuve's Ice Queen innocent beauty and a
delihtflig Miss Page as a arca madam. But as
Bunuel cannot diminish Deneuve's beauty he
cannot destroy our conceptions

And for those who will flock to see the film
becaus e i i is biled as a Omastepe of erotica,'
dont expect a slide show of the Kama Sutra,
Bunuel almost ignores the body. He is too busy
fissecting the mind.
Frri. 7:07, 9:0, :012:00-No tickets
for 7:00 show. Sat. 8:00, 10:30-No tickets

Polonsky. (GP)
Fri and Sat 7:45,x 9:30

PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA
John and Alary-sta g DuIin Hoffman, Mi a

Farrow; dirme e by Peter Yates. (R)
Fri and Sat 7:25, 9:25

CENTURY MALL THEATRE
The Happy EndirW-stsarrg Jean Simmons,

John Forsythe, Shirley Jones, Lloyd Bridges,
Robert (Bobby to his friends) Darin, Nanette
Fabray; written and directed by Robert Brooks.

(GP)
Fri and Sat 7:45,,9 66

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
UNIVERSITY THEATRE IN THE GYM

The Empire Builders-starrig Steven Chaiken,
Lucy Winer, Sylvine Barer, Fred Gordon, Serge
Nevelle. Sheryl Sturdivant; written by Boris
Vian; directed by Prof. Tom Neumiller.
FFi, SSuday and Monday 8:00 p.m.,
Bring I. D. Cards.

BRookHAVEN THEATRE
A Dream of Kings-starring Anthony Quinn,

Irene Papas, Inger Stevens (R)
Fri and Sat 7:00, 9:00

THREE VILLAGE THEATRE

Tell Them Willie Boy is Here-starring Robert
Redford,, Robert Blake, Susan Clarke and
Katherine Ross; written and directed Abraham

On Ecology
ER GUERRERO of growth and progress as

mental Handbook compatible and necessary, are

r Garrett DeBell only lightly challenged in an

'riends of the Earth introductory essay by the editor
over himself. On the brighter side thE

book has a rather good cover-a
litchell and Stallings juxtaposition of garbage, birds,

d Schuster Pocket and the Statue of liberty.
the Sierra Club, soft But the point is that ecology,

by nature, is broad,
ine Books, in interdisciplinary and strongly

i with "Friends of tied to the consequences of

I'" a cnservatonsernv t interrelationship. Such

ve published The expediency - enabling each

ital Handbook, a conservation group to have its

o f essays and tactics 
o w n b o o k o n t h e m a r k e t

r action by students produces texts that define

writers and contradictory strategy,

nists. It will soon be sometimes under the same cover,

April, by Ecotactics 
a n d f ail t o consider adequately

Club's handbook on 
t h e i r editorial impact. Our

n a teach-in on p r e se n t cri si s is d u e t o su c h

it. Unfortunately narrowsightedness-those who

; are a result of the a r e t o challenge the continued

leny that has made environmental abuses must

the all-around assume quite a different stance.

interested instrumentalists from
the community. Dr. Ira
Lieberman, its concertmaster,
will be giving a recital of
chamber music the following
evening in Mount lounge (Roth
V).

The Orchestra hopes that you
will try to come down to the
gym on Sunday at 8:30 for a
pleasant evening of fine music.

By RICHARD SALTER

The University Orchestra will
perform a concert of symphonic
music on Sunday, March 22, at
8:30 p.m. in the gym. The
Orchestra, under the direction of
David Lawton, will perform
works by Haydn, Wagner and
Ives. There will be no admission
charge.

The pieces to be performed

are Haydn's Symphony No. 102,
Wagner's "'Siegfried Idyll," and
"The Unanswered Question"
and "The Gong on the Hook and
Ladder or Fireman's Parade on
Main Street," by Charles Ives.
The ensemble has been meeting
twice weekly in preparation for
Sunday's performance and
consists of students, faculty
members and a number of

-I- .Z -- %FE, V %I "

all-purpose, most recent
household phenomenon.

The contradictions of this
expediency are clear. Ecotactics
emphasizes the need for a

revolutionary stance, while it
continually de-emphasizes the
means necessary for such a
stances The rhetoric is that
something must be done, and
this something must re- affirm
life itself, but it hardly suggests
anything by way of action
except the recycling of paper,
use of returnable bottles, and

putting bricks in the toilet to use
less water, etc. Unfortunately,
the larger issues, the economics

-- By PET]
The Elnviron
Edited by
Ballantine/F
Book, soft c

Ecotactics
Edited by M
Simon ana
Books and
cover

Ballanti
conjunction

the Earth
group, ha
Environmee
collection c
for ecology
scientists,
conservatior
joined, in j
the Sierra I
how to rui
environmen
both books
same exped

ecology
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Masterpiece of Erotica

BSE L LE DE JOLLY

Starring CATHERINE DENEUVE

and GENEVIEVE PAGE

Voted Best Picture at Venice Film Festival

Friday - 7:00, 9:30 & Midnight
Saturday - 8:09 & 10:30

Lec 100 - No Tickets Saturday
or Friday Early Show

On The Sereen This WeekendBy HROLDR. UBBNTEI

niv rc es ra o es ~~ieen, itocncetaer

PRSSOVER
(Beginning Monday Night Apr. 20)

Depending on Student Demand Hillel will
will provide a Passover Seder
for those who are interested

.Traditional service with noden flavor

.Strong possibility of a nominal fee

.Due to the preparation involved
we can only accommodate
those who make a reservation by
Friday March 27

Please call: Annette 5271
Marty 6954
Stan 6948

Nobody will be admitted the night
of the Seder unless he has made a
Reservation!! We must know how
many to expect!!
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BY TOM NURNANB
The State Univety campuses of Albany and Bfalo

are relatively quiet today in contrast with events of the
past week, and administration officials at the two
campuses are apparently trying to ease the tension as the

Faculty Senate voted to
terminute the AFROTC program
by August, 1970, and also
disapproved a resolution
supporting the administration's
actions during the past three
weeks. The ROTC
recommendation contained
provisions allowing for those
currently enrolled in the
program to finish their course of
study.

Quest Poie On Campus
The Faculty Senate, however,

can only offer advice to the
administration. Last week the
Faculty Senate passed a
resolution calling for the
immediate removal of all city
police from campus. Regan
ignored the resolution and said
that the police should be
gradually removed from campus.
On Sunday 45 faculty members
wet arrested when they staged a
sit-in at the administration
building in protest of keeping
city police on campus

No demonstrations are
planned for today, and the
campus has been quiet for the
last few days. Students are
wondering what will be done
with the city police when the
Spring break begins at the end of
next week, and administration
officials have made no
announcements on the matter.

ch - of "crimnal trespass9
after he w identified by a
security guard as having
participated in a
windowfmashig incident last
Friday. he incident occurred
after students staged a sit-in at
the administration building and
demanded that a popular speech
professor be reinstated with
tenure.

Included in discussions
tonight are talks on student
amnesty, and a member of the
student government said he
b e I i e v e d t h a t " t h e
administration may not
prosecute (referring to
Borzilleri) if the window is
replaced with student funds."

A student strike had been
planned earlier this week, and

mom to start yesterday, but
clases were pended It is not
known how many students
would have supported the strike,
though no demonstrations
occurred yesterday. A week long
Spring vacation is scheduled to
begin this Thursday

Busffalo
After three weeks of

demonstrations and protests the
situation at Buffalo is calm, but
city police remain on campus. It
was the arrival of city police on
campus that set off student
protests. The police were called
when several black athletes made
demands before two scheduled
basketball ganes, causing the
games to be cancelled.

On Tuesday night the Faculty
Senate met to discuss one of the
student demands, the abolition
of the Air Foree ROTC program
on the Buffa' J campus. Before
the meeting JB President Peter
Regan addressed the faculty
members. Regan stressed the
necessity of having police on
campus and referred to a
proposal to abolish ROTC, made
by a faculty Ad Hoc Committee,
as '4a curiously half-baked
muffin.s

Regan said that "the
University must strike a balance
between haste and speed."
Despite Repn's remarks the

Sizing vacation -period nears.

Irk'l College
Continued from pwe 4

The International Residence
College wan idea swiftly acted
upon, a rarity at this university.
As Ralph Morrison said, "There
were good ideas, red tape was
cut and now they're in
existence." Perhaps we can
benefit from the way in which
the Intermational Residence
College was established-anyone
have a good idea and a scissor?

asses were suspended today
and yesterday at the Albany
campus so that dis s
concerning relationships
between students, faculty, and
administrators could be held.
Such a program was originally
scheduled for two days in April,
but SUNYA President Alan
Kuusisto announced the
advancing of the dicsion after
the Faculty-Student Senate and
the Student Council approved
the change:

Wednesday morning freshman
Frank Borzilleri was arrested on

SAB & Sanger College Present a

- Concert
featuring

Psyc h ServiOcs There will be a meeting for-
S CJUII erv cesGstudents who will be seniors and ;

* juniors in the fall and who are-
interested in an experimentalO

Continued from page 5 a student teaching program. This a

influx of patients can be program, approved by the Ed.
attributed to anything from o Dept. involves living in and *
getting up-tight for an exam to * working closely with an -
having to talk with someone underprivileged community in
about the goals you set at the * the South Bronx. Interested -
beginning of a new semester. students come to the Student

Many students have a hang-up * Union Room 213 at 7:30 on o
about engaging the help of Psych * Monday, March 23, or if you l
Services. They fear that can't attend call: 4919, 5767 or X
information gained during 4913. -
interviews will be released to* W W W ^ ^-
outsiders. Dr. Pomeranz said
that this was not true, "Effective 7:30 am. Monday,
information is only released in March 23rd the Westerly portion
the extraordinary case of a of B Parking Lot adjacent to the
student displaying suicidal or Biology Building Auditorium
homicidal tendencies. "Certified wi become the property of the
clinical psychologists have the contractor performing utilities
r i ght of privileged site work. In order to
communication. They will not accommodate the people who
and do not communicate any will be displaced as a result of
information gained during a this, those individuals who are
patient's interview, since this using B and H parking lots
constitutes a breach of without authorization to do so
confidence. wil be directed to appropriate

lots on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday of
next week "

The Smabbs
vwith

Mad Dog Lights

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r 1 s 1
i G <^,^ |,UNIQU E SHOP

} ^ y / 11 §of The Three Villages

is interested in far out art students who are intov^
painting and sculpture and combining these with Ca n d le s - Costume Jewelry - Incense
lights, photographing kinetics, film etc.- using any Writing Paper - Unusual Gifts
and all new materials.FREE WRAPPING

lCall me at 516-487-4397 l| Three Village Shopping Kma Sawkas
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Erich Von Stroheim's I
Silent Film Classic I

GREED '
with Zazu Pitts I

Gibson Gowland I

& Chester Conklin

"a film of acid social reality" I

8:00pm Lec. 100 I
'.'*
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Buffalo and Albany Quiet as Vacation Nears

MoodDance

Friday - 8:30 P.M. SBU Cafeteria
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Surcharge
Iedan, because the styling in-

duces driver to immoral be-
bavior.iAs Bob Brown puts it,
". . . in' Bother decade when the
performance car concept is a
dull memory and all thoae dull
gay men in their dull gray
sedans continue to splatter eact
other into bright red heaps.
everyone will continue to wring
his hands and wonder why.' We
are being forced to purchae six
cylinder Mavericks with lousy
brakes and handling, and heaven
help us, there's nothing we can
do.

By KEN LANG in' t going to like the idea of a
50% surcharge on his insurance,

There is a large shock in store just because he prefers a car that
for those students who are accelerates. handles and sCops
planning to buy V-8 powered better than the average
American-built cars in the near American pigboat.
future, and to those who have This affair began in late '69,
bought 1970 V-8 models. when Dean W. Jeffers of
Expect a whopping surcharge on Nationwide Mutual, announced
your present insurance. The a 50% surcharge on the owners
reason for this is a negative o f "overpowered" cars. As Bob
attitude toward "super" or Brown, in the current Car and
4muscle" cars by many major Driver article "The Insurance
insurance companies. In other Squeeze," said, "In other words
words, owners of many domestic Nationwide plans to bae
'70 cars can expect to pay a hen liability premiums on the car
of a lot more for insurance if rather than the individual. And
they own a medium-powered this is the same company with
V-8 equipped with a four-speed those great TV commercials on
manual trasmission, or a&how "Call the man from
high-performance engine with Nationwide; he's on your side."
any kind of transmission. If there is any interest in

This entire affair is an Brown's article get a copy of the
industry (insurance) attempt to April C/D. There should be
legislate high- performance cars copies in the library, although
out of existence by making for sixty cents, it shouldn't be a
insurance rates on them so drain on anyone's economy to
prohibitively high that it buy a copy. My thanks to Brown
becomes economically for allowing me to reprint
unfeasible to own one. This can portions of his article in order
be a bit ridiculous, as anyone that you can be warned (Warn
who plunks down nearly your parents, too; a 315
$20,000 on a Lamborghini horsepower Buick Syklark gets
Miura isn't going to worry about the surcharge!).
a paltry $1000 a year insurance.
On the other hand, the The method to all this
prospective buyer of a Z-28 madness is that cars with a
Camaro, an Olds 4-4-2, or a GTO horsepower to weight ratio of

|z~z~m;ElI

11-to-one or under get the
surcharge, as well as those with a
13-to-one or under ratio when
equipped with a manual 4-speed
transmission. According to
Brown, cars in the first category
include Rebels with 325 hp.
Chevelles with 350 hp, Mustangs
and Cougars with 335 hp,
Pontiac 1AMans with 330 hp, ad
4-4-2's, AMX's, Corvettes, Road
Runners, GTO's, Dodge Super
Bee's, and 400 hp Toronado10
When equipped with 4-speeds,
cars affected include 290 hp
Javelins, Skylarks with 260 hp
(that's any V-8 Skylark!), Novas
with 250 hp, Fairlanes with 300
hp, and even a Porsche 9111 ! A
more complete listing of cam
affected is in the C/D story,
which I strongly suggest
prospective owners buy. One
note: Cadillac Eldorados are not
included, although I'll bet a base
Eldorado probably comes very
close to the 11-to-one ratio.

All right, so you still want a
GTO. What can you do to avoid
the surcharge? First of all, not
all of the insurance companies
are making the surcharge a
policy (just some of the biggest).
Independent insurance brokers
may be able to help, but it
means a lot of legwork. A better
bet is trying to find a dealer with
a new GTO still on his lot, or

someo who wants to sell his
low-mineage used model. One

tg to remember is that the
suchage is elanyd above the
fiual rate, wich inludes the
extra chag for being an
under-25 male, uBnmaiied

colle student whose parents
live in a metropolitan area and
who does a lot of divingm

It really looks Kood. E the
i -surance companies d*einate

some oe ebe ow
has produced. Then what?
Surchage out of existence Ford

Continued Prom pac 12
some will go into an open fund
to be used as statio arse.
For iatanee State n ad

WUSB expenses for covering
away games will come out of
this fund. An advisory council
consisting of player, student,
and Polity representatives will be
set up to advise Acting Athletic
Director IThompson on these
matters,

The issue of state vs. Student
Government financing of
athletics first came to a crisis in
September of 1968 when Polity
refused to allocate any money to
the Athletic Departni" um -
it became clear that the state

would not step in, a compromse
was worked out between
Student Government and sports.
Officials within Polity have
maintained that athletics are
becoming too expensive to
finance and that the state has
promised to totally take over
this matter.

TEL. 475-1133

I

I|
l

^********************0-
o All those interested in-
initiating student non-profits

0 businesses on campus next year ,
* please call Evan at 3673 within?
the next week. This will-
-facilitate the budget committees
in its work and would also helps

0 in the drafting of the SCOOPO
letters of incorporation. ®
*---------------------

-Patchogue Ford is pleased to announce that
your school has been chosen to be part of a pilot
poject, to deterumne market trends in- various

WUSB Program Schedule
820 AM

6796,7900,7901
Friday

7-10 d.m. - Between the Day
and the Night with Bob
Warren. (Don't tell him it's
really just night, it will hurt
his feelings)

1 011 - Live Concert from the
Tabler 5 Coffee House
featuring Arthur Bromberg

11-1 - Stone Soup with
Messing, including our report
to the listener

1-3 - Peter Clemons' Time to
Shine

Saturday
11 a.m.-l p.m. - Mother Night

with the Flush
Sunday

11 p.m.-l a.m. - Classics By
Acclaim hosted by Mr. Alan J.
Levine

1-3 - The Conglomeration with
Michael Hoffman

3-5 - 120 on 820 with Fran
Munkenbeck

5-7 - The New People
7-9 - The Black Experience

with Ernie Starr
9-11 - What's Going on Here?

with Dave Wald
11-1:30 a.m. - Uncle Kenny

Bromberg
Monday

8-10 a.m. - The Early Riser
with "old-timer" Robert F.
Cohen

News on the hour. Call in
your stories on 7901.

Station meeting for all
personnel on Tuesday, March 24
at 8 p. m. Meet in the Physics
Lobby.

of this experiment. Repeat at a price above cost
which is just enough to cover our cost of this
experiment. So if you have a car in mind at all
take advantage now. i

John Lapenta
Ford Representative assigned to your sCnooi: 1 -ass Tar annoiniment uir uumv muI %if appof I O'Ll 5 mov a W. %&I �Wrum.%ff --

501 Medford Ave. 1/4 Mile -N. of Sunrise H8Way (RT. 112)

Athletic Allocation

S 1^1=^1 A Ir^B^^i ^^ Li

'ANNOUNCEMENT
I � - .I .

* T-5 Coffee House
* ~presents

3iRt BROmBeRQ
I in concert

$ 10 p.m. tonight on WUSBage groups. In the automobile industry. We feel
that this project will provide Ford Motor
Company and Patchogue Ford with invaluable
information and you the students and faculty of
SUNY at Stony Brook with tremendous savings
on the complete line-up of Ford Products. We
will run this experiment for the months of April
and May during which time we will offer the
Ford car line to you at a price above dealer cost
which is just sufficient enough to cover the cost
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By MIKE LEHMAN

Polity has decided to fund
athletics next year with money
from the student activities fee.

In an interview following a
meeting between Student
Government officials and Acting
Athletic Director Leslie
Thompson, Polity Vice-president
Evan Strager revealed
Wednesday that the Athletic
Department would receive in the
neighborhood of $40,000 from
student funds subject to Senate
approval. This figure is roughly
equal to the $42,000 sum that
sports received for this year.

The announcement of the
allocation puts an end to
speculation that Polity would
refuse to provide Stony Brook
athletics with any money in
hopes of forcing the state to
pick up the tab. Such conjecture
stens from the results of a
controversial February 25
referendum which has been
interpreted by some Student
Government officials as giving
them the power to determine
whether or not money for sports
should be provided from student
funds. Currently, athletics is
funded by a mandatory $7
charge that is taken from each

student's activities fee.
Opponents of a move by

Polity to stop their financing of
athletics have been circulating
petitions for the last two weeks
demanding that a new
referendum be held on the issue.
They believe that the February
25 referendum was worded in
such an ambiguous way as to
make any vote non-binding.
However, the leader of this
group, Pete Klimley, President
of the Varsity Club, expressed
pleasure when informed of the
allocation. "I suppose this is the
way pressure politics works," he
said, alluding to the idea that
Polity was trying to force the
state into paying the entire
Athletic Budget, "but I think we
got what we wanted. I just
wonder what made them change
their minds!"

Vice-President Strager,
speaking on this point,
commented: "Students should
take a role in athletics bigger
than just acting as players."
Both Klimley and Strager agree
that ultimately the state should
completely finance Stony Brook
athletics. They also believe that
this should be doze in a gradual
manner, that is, having the state
pick up the tab piece by piece.
Currently New York. State
provides the Athl'etic
Department with $270,000.

Most of the money in the
Polity allocation will go to fixed
items in the budaet. However,

Continued oJs >v I I

By LEN LEBOWITZ

"It's hard to describe how it
feels throwing a pass and seeing
a man catch it... seeing the
referee. . . signaling a
touchdown. It's an incredible
feeling. It's like your whole
body's bursting with happiness. I
guess there's only one thing in
the world that compares with
it."

Ah, to be young, foolish and
Joe Namath. The rugged Jet
quarterback collaborates with
Dick Schaap in revealing "all the
i mportant things in my
life-blondes and brunettes and
Johnny Walker Red." I Can't
Wait Until Tomorrow. . . Cause I
Get Better Loking Every Day is
a partial autobiography wich
humorously depicts the
transformation of a Beaver Falls
boy with a golden arm into one
of the most talented and
publicized athletes of our time.

Namath is candid, congenial
and conceited. He's right when
he says, "this is a happy book,
because I'm a happy guy." The
book though is like Joe's life,
like his world, partly fantasy,
partly tongue in cheek. But
there is also, entwined within
the humor, a strong strain of
truth.

Joe Namath is not a reflective
man. He seldom second guesses
himself-he hasn't had much
reason to-or doubts his own
motives. He has will power. "I'll
never smoke another cigarette. If
a doctor-told me I had to give up
drinking, I'd give it up
tomorrow. If a doctor told me I
had to give up women, I'm sure
I'd give up my doctors. My will
power has limits."

Joe Willie knows the score.
"There are some girls I meet
who I know are not going to be
easy. I mean, sometimes, it turns
out that the point spread was
wrong, that I should have- been a
favorite all along." Namath has a
good memory. "I remember all
of them. I even remember most
of their names."

The Jet quarterback who
startled the sports world when
he signed a S400,000 bonus
contract in 1965, recognizes his
talent "Vince Lombardi once
called me a perfect passer. I
wouldn't say that. But the man's
been coaching for 30 years, and
he ought to know what he's
talking about."

I Can't Wait Until
Tomorrow. .. is a must for every
football fanatic, every woman
chaser, every girl charmed by the
man with the golden arm- and
everyone who likes to chuckle at
a media-created legend.

Speaking Out
with Alan Stone

Sports is as corrupt as any republican caucus. Take the
great sport of baseball, clean in the eyes of the public since
the 1919 Black Sox scandal.

It has- now been discovered that two-time Cy Young
Award winner Denny McLain, in 1967, put some money in
a bookmaking operation. When McLain couldn't pay off a
$46,000 bet, a Cosa Nostra chieftain smashed his toe.
Denny said it happened because his foot fell asleep and he
fell off a chair. Denny came back with two weeks to play
and the Tigers in the thick of the pennant race. In that
time he pitched four times-the Tigers losing each game.
On the next to last day of the season, Denny was bombed
by the Angels. The Tigers missed the pennant by one
game. Coincidence? Or did Denny pay off his bet by
guaranteeing that Detroit would finish second? This is only
conjecture, but there is enough evidence to ban McLain
permanently from baseball and void his records, as Judge
Kenesaw Mountain Landis did to Shoeless Joe Jackson.
Say it ain't so, Denny!

Of course baseball is not our only example of shady
sports dealings. In football, although nothing has been
proven, there is the guilt by association of Joe Willie
Namath, Pete Lammons, Len Dawson, Karl Sweetan, Bill
Munson and Bob Davaney. In basketball, three ABA
players had been banned from the NBA for associating
with gamblers. Connie Hawkins has since been forgiven
and has paid reparations, but the other two, Roger Brown
and Charley Williams, still have suits pending against the
NBA.

I won't even go into boxing, for I could wite a book on
gambling and fixing in boxing. I need only to mention
three bouts: Liston-Clay, Patterson- Ellis and
Foster-DePaula. Even the prestige-laden pastime of golf has
betting in the local country clubs (ever wonder why each
week a different golfer of whom you have never heard
wins).

The only popular sport I can think of which remains fair
is ice hockey. Its home? Toronto, Ontario and Montreal,
Quebec-both in the beautiful country of Canada. Maybe
we all should go to Canada? Anybody for a one-way ticket
to Ottawa?

S-B By
want to get the string
finger, but are too

ed to ask. You can also
the way others look
you that they actually
.iously think you are
and are reverting back
your days of being a
re just playing the part
iy-bopper. I ask these
realistically reconsider
eing immature in view
mconsideration of other
un.

everyone else who is
interested in this new

Lre some tricks you can
k your yo-yo. First
iking it "sleep"; letting
ro unwind and keeping"
ror five seconds before
Next there's "walk the
I "round the world."

By RANDY DANTO

The Women's Synchronized
Swimming team traveled to
Albany last weekend to
participate in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Synchronized
Swimming Conference. In
overall competition, Stony
Brook placed eighth in team
standings out of the 11 schools
participating.

The Routine competition
consisted of several events. In
the beginners race, Stony Brook
placed third. The girls
participating were Lynne
Schoenherr, Meryl Gorge, Gerrie

Donato, Randy Kogell, Fran
Cohen, Abby Salit, Erica
Meyerhoff and Paula Schneider.

The advanced team, Jane
Andrews and Regina Walther,
placed sixth as Brockport took
first. In the advanced solo event,
Regina Walther copped fifth.
The other schools were
Brockport, Buffalo, Genesco,
Connecticut Women's College,
Mt. Holyoke, Brandeis, Elmira
Albany and Penn State. Hunter
College placed first in the overall
team standing.

The swimmers, coached by
Linda Hutton, will be putting on
a show here late in April.

|Meeting of RiverheadI

I Tutors Sun. Nite I

I| Hum 101 7 Pam. I
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Book Review

Broad s ) Booze Football
Polity Allocates Athletic Funds

An Old Fad Is Coming Back:
The YoYo Takes

By DEBBIE BARD they really
on their

About three inches in embarrasse
diameter and one inch in depth, tell by t
they come in all different styles. down at y
There are those shaped like and malic
bowling balls and others shaped immature,
like baseballs. Some are opaque, to either
and a few have no color at all. child or ax
But no matter what shape or of a teen
color, they all fit under one large people to
category, the yo-yo. who is b<

of their in

It seems that as one walks peopl' f

around the Stony Brook
campus, more and more people But to
can be seen with these little genuinely
plastic toys. It is even rumored fa r a
that our Polity president has at ei!
one. On a typical walk through there'
the Student Union an average of yu m a

eight people I know and four It down f,
people I don't know request the it recoils
use of my yo-yo. Almost do" and
everyone, though they usually
won't admit it, since college
students are "too big" or too * 1
sophisticated or too much of| r
both to play with something as
childish as a yo-yo, would like to
try it. You can tell by the way X qr
some people look at you that Jo

Stor m
But the hardest thing you can
learn to do is "rock the baby."
Here you sog the plastic part
through the rest of the string
while holding -the latter in a
triangular shape.

For those of you who don't
have a yo-yo to play with and
want to purchase one, all I can
say is, "Good luck." They are
considered a seasonal sport and
therefore are not sold during the
winter months. Try again in the
spring. The best brand you can
find i Duncan and the best
model put out by Duncan is the
Imperial. But, Duncan went out
of business last year and the
only way to find an original
Imperial is by looking for it in
an out-of-the-way store. But I'm
sure that all you dedicated fans
will find a way. Be confident
and don't become discouraged.

Rs Synchronized Team
es Eighth In Albany



In the pust, ees Depatment
(DoD) funds have been concentrated in a
small number of ma3jor uiests In
1964, out of 2 100 unesies 1 0 re-

civd38% of the federal funds for re-'
se arch and development (more than two-
Athirds of uiversity r-esear ch funrds come
MFom DoD% AEC, and NASA, aUl closely
concerne with dees atr)Com-
pared to big unvriissuch as MIT and
Johns HOPkn (with Do]D funds- toaing
ove half a billion dollars for each), unF-"
verite such as SUNY at Stony Brook
(with a million dollars) seem neglected.
Project Themis is the plan by the Defense
Department to inraethe -smaller uni-

esiys involvement in DoD work.' This
objective is stated quite clearly in the
Project Themis brochure, put out by the
Office of the Director of Defense in
Washington. On page one of the bro-
chure, the first aim stated is to *- "
Establish university-administered pro-
grams in specialized arma relevant to the
Defense mission, with the object of de-
veloping the potential of groups and
individuals (including young faculty
members) for research of high quality
whose results will be of significant value
to Defense agencies and departments."

The histor of defense research at
large universities reveal the true nature of
"defense" research. Comcell has designed

' bombs for Vietnam; Michigan is involved
in photo reconnaisae and counter- in-

sugny(it was Wesley Fishel and the
Michigan State Universitdy Group who
aided Diem's military dictatorship i
South Vietnam); Pennsylvania, Safr
and other universities have been dcvel-
op110cemca and biological warfare for

anmEn of yer.The Stunford Re-
search Institute's secret report for the
Pentagon entitled "A Special Study of
Mobility in the Mekong Delta Area of
South Vietnam," was never intended for
defensive purposes, but was an aid for
U.S. Armed Forces in "search and de-
stroy" missions in Vietnam. The Coxnell
Aeronautical Laboratory has a study
underway on "An Assessment of Flame
and Incendiary Munition Effects." Arner-
ica's- military ventures abroad are of an
offensive nature rather than defensive,
and its weapon development is likewise
for offensive rather than defensive pur-
poses.

Project Thernis, begun in 1967, is an
outright attempt to use the expand'n
facilities and resources of small., growing
universities for the purposes of the U.S.
military. It is a well-devised plan to tic
smaller universities to the Defense De-
partment. The Thernis brochure describes
the pgamas "4desigd to stimulate
and provide initial support for an or-

gnzdresearch effort. It is anticipated
that, as the members of a Thernis re-
search group gain a higher degree of com-
petence, they will become increasingly

aciein the regular research program of
the DoD."

Unlike single grants, Project Themis,
funds research in universities, on a "p-
rogrun" basis. The research group must
have a large enough staff of faculty mem-
bers and research assistants to "give ef-
fective assi stance to the Department of
Defense in the ultimate solution of com-
plex problems." -The projects are ex-
pected to have interdepartmental cooper-

aonof scientists, and engineers, since
"experience has shown that complex -de-
fense problems can often be solved only
through spirited linterdisciplinary. re-
search'...

There -has been. stiff competition for
Project -Themis money among the. na--
tion's univriis The first-of the pro-
gram's 171 qualifying institutions sub-
mitted 479- preliminary proposals, yet
only 49 of these were selected. In 1968,
141 unlversitie submitted 412 pre-
liminary proposals of which 43 were
chosen. Stony- Brook submitted one pro-
posal in 1967'and one in t968 (both pro-

FROM:

SUBJECTr:

John Toll

Project Themis -

fr

I hope part~iculax
will submit a proposal
at least include a new
Berlad developed last
submitting a proposal
On tha latterT- nlc1aaa«^

ge of Engineering
La, This could
zoposal that Abe
Lao consider
.e. If you embark

-- ---- ,t'-.^.1=c& %AiLDvuoe jnr wxtn Dre Pfondo

I amn very grateful to Dr. Ackerman for initiating
these requests. I an sending copies of this memorandum
.to Dr. Glass and Dr, Pond-so they will be. aware of m
special urging to you in connection with Project Th-emia.
Of the three proposals. that .our institution is pemtted,
I amn sure- that at least-oner and&ehp ., hudcnf r om t he Colle rine b 196

cc: Dr. Glass
Dr, Pond
Dr. Ackerman *
Dr. Weisinger

Dr., Acke 0 g a wona Ploae~lo e fe so se that
the Th ai proposals' if any are mades, are reviewed by Bentley
Glass and Alee % pp^tT hmb:Fi rt Vn Since in-
stitutional coa toef are usually- nv-olved* prsMab ly those
will also have to be cead with MeO& db Dr. Pond as tentative
budget comtuento WashItngtoni .L

JIM

posals were signed by President Toll),
and both- were rejected. A study of what
occurred after rejection of our proposals
reveals the university's more than casual
interest in Project Themis.

With the rejection of the first Stony
Brook Themis proposal, came a letter,
dated July 12. 1967. from the SLIM
Washington office to Walter Dunne at the
Stony. Brook Computing Center. The fol-
lowing are excerpts from that document:

"Reviewers make the o'bserva-
tion about both the computing
science- and the combustion sides of
the proposal-that it was pre-
mature, that Stony Brook had not
progressed far enough to make firm

cmitmnts. In both insac,
thysw a need for MOreeup

ment. Apparenty the compoQing
facility still lacked the essential
computer when the proposal was
sent in.

4T-he reviAwers impression of
the Computing Center was that it
was more a service function at pre-
sent, and less a research facility
than they would like.

"The combustion side of the

proposal was reiee by Air Force
people who found the proposed re-
search highly relevant to their inter-
ests. They too found the present
facilities and equipment inadequate
for this year's program. They re-
cognized Stony Brook.'s capacity
for rapid development, and they
rated the staff as well qualified.

"The same advice was given in
both instances: respond strongly to
the next invitation for proposals
and show a higher level of facilities
and equipment.

"Mrf. Sheehan (Assistant con-
tractor administrator for the DoD)
discussed, n seems willing to un-
,derstand, the reluctance of some
university people to take partn in
war-related7 rzesearck.- Hepite
out that THEMIS supports re-
latively basic research, and that the
autonomy of the recipient Misnstu-
tions is not threatened. On the
other hand, he doesn't expect us to
forget that the Department's Ulti-
mate interest is in weaponry.

"To sum up, the proposal was
regarded as generally good but pre-

n~ture, and we are uxged to try
again,*

The Defense Department's real interest in
research is clearly stated-weaponry. The
advice was also clear - - build. up your
f acilities in order to receive Project
Thernis money. And the advice was
taken. The latest Themis, proposal is able
to list more impressive facilites: a new
graduate research laboratory building for
the College of Engineering' consisting of
88,000 square feet', of which 7.500
square feet has been designated as-lab-
oratory space for Thermodynamics, Reac-
tive Media, Combustion and Heat Trans-
fer, and Applied Spectroscopy.'As a re-
sult of planned university expansion, the
proposal can -now boast that these spe-
cific laboratories, as well as the diverse
researc - facilities previously -under the
control of the'Departenrt, of, Mechanics,,
ane available! for .Use in the, Themi's pro-
gram."1 The proposal .was also -able to
state that the.- unvrst now has an IBM
7044 and an IBM 360 computer. It tells
of the planned heavy engineering build-
ing, to be completed in the. fall of 1969,
which will include a supersonic tunnel, a
subsonic photochemical facility, a plasma

(con't~on page 4)
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j uci "at Stow B ." On do 13d
the Graduate Council passed the
resoluton tha "Preident Toll be aMd
to p i the e a a

g Wich bea stateet aeu
political conditnson the part of e
univesity s as NASAE gats cmendty
bear." The next day Prsident Toll

prvddthe sgaue
Also on the next days Dr. Wq a

wrote a letter to the Gaduate Council,
which contained the following e:

. " . . .1 must say
that 1 was not persuaded by the
disusion that my position was
incorrect, and that indeed the
debate raised for me many

- fundamental questions concerning
acadic custom which need to be
opend up and argued. Th1e-- ae
must consider at what po the
price we pay for research support
becomes greater than the integrity
of the institution can bear. Second,
we must ask whether the needs of
the individual faculty member as
research entrepreneur are superior
to those of the institution as an
academic enterprise. Finally, I
think we must raise the question
whether graduate education as it is
now constituted is able to meet the
challenge of rapidly changing social
and educational goals."

At Columbia University, on January
20th of this year, police protece be
Air Force and Army recruiters from SDS
demonstrators. The next day, the Marines
recruited, accompanied by nearly a
hundred New York City Policemen.
Columbia has NASA grants and has
signed the armeeent. On February 24,
when the Army Material Command came
to recruit at Stony Brook, the
administraion set up' what President Toll
described as a "contingency plan.'!
Demonstrators were kept uninfonned of
the odhr three recruiters on campus. On
both February 24th and March 10th
(when Dow Chemical caw to recruit).
the entire security force was readied with-
dubs to repel demonstrators.

The coercion used by Dr. Stroke is a
fine example of the type of pressure
researchers can exert to force universities
to accept positions and priorities inimical
to their ideal educational function. It~has
become clear that the university has more
to protect than the concept of an "open
campus." With over $2-million of NASA
and Defense Department research money.
the university clearly has a vested interest
to protect.

By mm, the University t
wihthe mitar sexsd, as wen as its

ny for the U nI
conHnftity* Pau Good ns Its
before the NSA athe dwadering

of e P_tl is

s gjacketed feo p PMia -
sclearly saes the pol n of Pxeg

esac7 that is nowsd for weapon
We have a ect case agains
projec THEMIS and all war-related re-
seac on the u e tey wL We have
s xhow sitre can force
the institution's adminisa tomake
decisions that bind the Univsy and
how they are iniAical to the concept of

ic freedom (the NASA agreement
is one example).

We have likewise shown that the prior-
ities of the Univer are often perverted
by individual dems to receive Depart-
ment of Defense contracts. One of the
Stony Brook THEMIS proposals reads:
"Project THEMIS places high emphasis
on the university's commitment to devel-
oping the Faculty Research, Facilities,
and curriculum of essential reklvence to
THEMIS." It then goes on to list the
"particularly relevant courses' in the
graduate curriculumh These, and the
many other examples provided in the
THEMIS article are proof that the striving
for Defense contracs has a detrimental
affect upon our efforts to create a
"community of scholars."

Clearly, the Department of Defense
does not care about the relevance aid the
quality that students have been de-
manding in their undergraduate educa-
tions. Relevance is defemd by the Depart-
ment of Defense as that which helps in
the development of better and more so-
psticated weaFonry. Pigms like Pro-
ject THEMIS serve only the Department
of Defense and are not in the' best inter-
ests of the educational institutions which
have contracts under thedo

The Department of Defense spends 1.5
billion dollars of taxpayes money each
year in applied eseach. On March 4, the
Pentagon disctod hat- it Lwas sei
$350-million annually to develop and
produce chemical and biolgi&l warfare
weapons. Much of this money goes to re-
search and development grants for uni-
versity professors who will.-work on thse
types of weaponry. The extent of the De-
partment of Defense programs to develop
plague, nerve gas, anthrax, blistering and
choking gases, mustard gas, and a number
of other gases and diseases, as well as de-
vices to deliver them, is hard to reconcile
with the Department of Defense's official
statements that its efforts are of a defen-
sive nature. The use of napalm in
Vietnam, developed by a Harvard Uni-
versity Professor, is a perfect example oi
the Defense Department's use of uni
versity research for offensive purposes.

University service to the military is in-
tolerable to those students and faculty
who view American foreign policy as
being surpressive to the aspiraltions of ex
ploited people in Vietnam, Santo
Domingo, Guatamala, and other third
world nations. With the critical problems
of racism, ghetto life, disarmament, pov
erty, inflation-problems with which
most Americans are concerned - one
wonders why so much effort and money
is being put into military research. It i!
time that students and faculty decided
for what and for whom the University
will be used. The concept of a value free
university is absurd. The University
teaches and supports quite a number ol
values. The question then becomes whict
values the University as an institution wil
uphold. We believe that the Universit)
should not be used by the destructive
militarism of the United States gov
ernnent. To say - that the University
should reflect society is to abandon an]
hope that it can serve to negate society'
corruption.

On Januay 14, 169 P i t
John S. Toll signed and sent to
Washeno dthe now infamous NASA

was only made aware of the
ageeet whe Stony Bokda
puAczd i in a paper put out

,This report-presents additional
formatio n P the nature of tie

._^i ent and A.Stony Bro s
pocess.

The NASA Appropriations Bil, Public
Law 90-373 was ale July 3, 1968,
an4 staes that NASA funds may not be
granted to "non-profit institutions of
higher learning unless the (NASA)
administrator or his designee determines
at the time of the grant that recuiting
personnel of any of the Anmed Forces of
the United States are not being barred
from the premises or property of such
institution."

This section was an ent to the
original NASA Appropriations Bill. It
was first proposed in the Senate by
Senator Carl T. Curtis (R-Ncb), who
stated on the Senate floor that
"institutions have an obligation, patriotic
in nature, and in the interests of our
country to cooperate with programs of
the U.S. government .... I do not
believe that very many uniesities, wil
continue this practice (of barring
recuiters) if Congress takes this action."

Dr. Here Weisingr, Dean of the
Graduate- SchooL became involved with
the NASA agreement in October of 196*
when a supplm ent grant of $28,831 for
Professor George Stroke of Engineering
arrived. On the face of the grant was
stamped: "At the time of this grant no
recruiting personnel of any of the Armed
Forces of the United States are being
barred from the premises of the grantee
institution." Dr. Weisinger quested an
exemption from Public Law 90-373, but
NASA rejected the request.

Dr. Weisinger wrote to John
McDonald of NASA on December 10, to
express concern with this condition for

'acceptance, as in his opinion it "allows
no flexibility and therefore constitutes a
serious invasion of T ic fed."
Dr. Weisinger wrote that once

n"on-academic criteria-for grants are
accepted, the integrity and independence
of out institutions of higher leafing win
be compromised."

Dr. Stroke, whose- grant was in
question, attempted to persuade Dr.
Weisinger to sign the NASA agreeement,
yet the latter remained firm in his refusal

I to do so. Stroke sent a telegram to
Weisinger on January 3, in which he also

X mentions "academic freedom," but with
obvious self-interest: "I most formally

f object to your refusal on behalf of

the es to sip the NASA
pro_- by US. feoeal
law. Your refusal carried out
without 'pde -ng me and about
which It j earned fiom NASA
b ad s in Wa "a ngta is a

s a viaion of my
acad c freedm and contany to
my Vi N6 excepts tat the
pri aneace to NASA
and I wish tFe none be made. I
reqes tha you iWorm NASA
headq s conrat nego
Mr. John McDonald 202 962-1250
before 3 PM today Friday January
3 tha the esty swill not object
to the provmison of the law so that
we may receive our NASA grant
which is genty required for the
pursuit of my academic
responsibilities under the
understanding with which I
accepted the State Of New York
University. appointment to my
professorship here."

On January 8, 1%9 President Toll also
received a nam from Dr. Stroke
requestng that the President "accept
today without further delay on behalf of
the uniersty the entire NASA research
grant that is all of the one hundred
twenty thousand dollar award." Dr.
Stroke continued to say: "In view of the

wte reqe for an exception
made by Den Weisinger it is my
understanding by direct phone call
from NASA headquarters in
Washington that an authorized
phone call represetiing the official
position of the university is now
required before any further steps
can be taken by NASA under the
federal law. No exception can be
made by NASA under the federal
law. Your action will be
immediately e~ffectie by having an
aut zdd official make a phone
call on your behalf to Mr. John
McDonald NASA headquarters
contract negotiator phone 202
962-1250 nforming him -that the

ersity will raise no objection to
the provision of the U.S. law."
The matter was brought before the

Graduate Council on Monday, January
13. The week before, the Graduate
Council was informed that if their vote
on whether or not to sign the agreement
happened "to be adverse," (i.e. against
signing) Professor Stroke would
"immediately withdraw his proposal from
NASA and make it known to all
interested members of the academic
community that he had been forced into
this position as a result of the stand taken
by a majority vote in the Graduate

Department of Defense Contracts

(ONR, Office of Naval Research) (AR, Army Research)
(AFOSR, Air Force Office of Scientific Research)

Amount of Award

$67,489

$28,411
$46,351
$21,535

$21,666
$23,036
$62,855

$25,304
$80,699

$51,618
$12,000
$74,400-

$45,000
$15,751
$. 156 :

$262,067

$30,000
$23,943
$23,628
$88,321
$28,270
S 1,000

$111,90s
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ONR

AFOSR

AR

AFOSR

AR

AR

AFOSR

AR
, ONR

AFOSR

AR

AR

AR

AFOSR
.. .... ..AR

-AR

Air Force Sys Com.

ONR

ONR

AFOSR
ONR

AFOSR
AFOSR

Termination Date

7/31/68
8/31/69

10/1 /6
10/2 /69

8/31/68
4/14/69
6/30/6
9/30/68
5/31/70
6/30/68
8/31/68
1/31/71
9/30/69
9/30/69
1/31/71
2/28/69
8/31/68
8/31/69
1/31/69
2/28/69
9/30/69
8/31/68

Principal Investigator

1 - Edwin Battey (Bio.)
- (

2 - E. J. B mi (App.An)
3 - Sheldon ng (Eloc Sci)

4- Chu
5 - living Gerst (App An.)
6 - Theodore Goldfarb (Chem)
7 - Thomas Irvine )
8 - Joseph Jach (Mat Sci)
9 - Jona

10- Richard Kieburtz (Engin)
11 - Edward Kosower (Chem)

12 - Somer Levine (Mat Sd)
13 - Vdio Manocci (Ele Sc)-
147- David si~bac (Comp)y
1 S- Yoshiharo Okaya (Chem)
16 - George Stroke (Elec Sci)

17 - John S. Tol (Pres)
18 - Peter Weyl (E Sp Sci)
19 - C. N. Yang (phy)
20 - Zen ia (AppAnal)
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un-economic life Mid culture; an
indefinitey ex 4nin ecnMD Is a

rtrc Tbere ought to be an even spread
egoal, and ngrpmstbe aoc

to fall outside of soity tpiesen
_jL~ -L to the dropentific imniyand
16-fd work of rvosgnrtos we

could in Aei alwa modest
,ieiodto everyone as a cntttoa

right. And on tkc other ads.the
yughve beenisayi"gby tOeirsty*e nd

,cios teeis an im Maie need to
simpligy the standard of livng, since the

afflent tanard- has beoefrivolous,
adrand distaci from life itself.

But you people have distorted the
struacture of a rational economy., Since
1945,' half of new iesent has gone
into your products, not subject to the
market nor even to Congressional check.
This year, 86 percent of money for

reearch is for your arms and rockets.
You push through the colossally useless
Super - Sonic Transport. At least 20
percent of the economy is directly
dependent on your enterprises. The
profits and salaries of these enterprises
are not normally distributed but go
heavily to certain groups while others are
excluded to the point of being out -caste.
Your system is a major factor in
producing the riotsiin Newark.

Dramatically interening in education,
you have again. disrupted the normal
structure. Great universties have come to
be financed largely for your programs.
Faculties have become unbalanced; your
kind of people do not fit into the
community of scholams The wandering
dialogue of science with the unknown is
straitjacketed for petty military projects.
You have been mentioning the need for
personal creativity, but this is not to
listen to dhe Creator Spirit for ideas, but
to harness it to your ideas. This is
blasphemous. There has been secrecy,
which is intolerable to true adeisand
scientists The political, and morally
dubious coopting of science, engieeig
and ,social science has disgusted and

alienate many of the beststdn.
Furhr you have warped the method of
education, beginning with- the Vrmr

gae Your need .for narrowly expert
personnel has led to processing the young
to be test - passers, with a ~ gross
exaggeration of credits and grading. You

v ^

have -used the weajlth .of pubhc and necessity and prestige attached to
parents to train apprenie for* mdain requirements.
yourselves. Your electronics copnM-*-e are none of us saints, and
have gone into the ."education inutis ordinarily I would be ashamed to use
and tried to palm off te-igmahnssuch a. tone. But you are the
audiovisual -aids, and proglrammed lessonsmauatrr of napalm, fragmentation
in excess of the evidence for their utility. bombs, the planes that destroy rice. Your
But the educational requirements, of our weapons -have killed hundreds of
society in the foreseeable future demnd thoad in Vietnam and you will kill
a very different spirit and mthod. Rather other hundreds of thousands in other
than prcsigthe young, the problem is Vaenm I am. sure that most of you
how to help the young grow up free and would concede that much of what you do
inventive in a highly scientific and is ugly an d harmful, at home and abroad.
socially complicated workd. We'do not But you would say that it is necessary for
need professional personnel so much as- te American way of. life, at home and
autonomous professionals who can abroad, and therefore you cannot do
criticize. the programs handed to- diem -_otherwise-, Since -we -believe, however,
and be ethically respnsible. Do -you.that that way of life itself is unnecessary,
encourage, criticism oyo program s by.-ugly, and un-Anwrican we are I and
either the susdze professors or the Lthose people outside -we- cannot
students?. We need fewer lessons and-condom, your present operations; they
vests, and there -ought to be much less-should be wiped off the slate.

co rporate wealth has cast smaller
colleges into the shadows of
permanent mediocrity. Unable to
obtain adqaefunds, limited by the
general tendency of our political
economy to hold public expenditures
to a minimum, the other institutions
cannot provide adequate staff or
facilities. Hence the majority of
students do not have access to really

adqaehigher education. This is
especially true for schools in the
South, Negro colleges, women's
schools, and the institutions catering
to students from the lower rungs of
the economic ladder.

Two modifications of this system
are worth noting. One is that
different types of schools tend to
educate students from different
economic classes SDS Secretary, Carl
Davidson, has observed that "the
traditional Ivy League schools shape
the sons and daughters of the ruling
class and old middle class into the
new rlng* and mangra elites. The
state colleges and unvrities develop
the' sons and daughters of the
working class and petty bourgeoisie
into the highly skilled sectors of the
new working class, the middle sector
white collar workers, and 'the
traditional middle clas professionals.
Finally, the now conmmunity and
junior colleges serve the incesn

euaialneeds of, for the most
part, the sons and 'dagt of the
working class."* The second
modification is the tendency of
schools to differentiate among their
student bodies by "socia types." By
having colleges which will cater to
bohemians and radicals-Reed,
Antioch, Bard, etc.- most students
are kept largey nsatdfrom thlese
potential ifene It is interesfti
to note that at Brooklyn Colegte, the
University of Wisconsin, and
Michigan .in 167, local and even

state ponice forces were called in to AEC); and it is carried out by
prevent student behavior taken for corporations, $10-billion, the federal
granted at "prestige" collegs.gvrmn itself, $2.9-billion, and
Students from some families are the ""public interest"' univers~itis,
more equal than students from $1,8-billion. Of this $1.8-billion,
others. $1.l -billkon is apportioned directly to

Like the large corporations they universities such as the Columbia
emulate, the "public interest" Radiation Laboratory and the
universities have over time become Cambridge Electron Accelerator,
increasingly dependent on federalwhic~h the universities operate.
financing. At present, some 15% of Through interlocking personnel,
the higher education budget comes foreign affairs centers, etc., a variety
from federal funds, but for the of specific cold war projects enmesh
46public interest" universities the professors and adiitaosin a
proportion may reach toward the network of dual loyalties and secret
80% mark when research centers are commitments. It gives one pause, for
included. These schools must example, to observe the liberal
maintain their government research former Dean of the Yale Law School
projects or face bankruptcy. testifying before Congress as Under

The ecreary f HelthSecretary of State for Political
The ecreary f flalth Affairs on the'desirability, of

Education, and Welfare, John W.subsidized arms for underdeveloped
Gardner, once suggested that nations. Such public seavants are
retrenchment of government endemic to the ')public interest"
subsidies would come to prove university, for they are a key link in
almost impossiblle politically as the the chain of command which
liaison with the universities grows coordinates the needs ofbsies
tighter. In reality, the "'public government, and education.
interest" university is already an Finally the university sarves to
integral part of the military-industrialtrain the experts who man the
complex: 'In end to the cold war economy and the polity. Hence,
would prove as disastrous to it as, to professionalism becomes the
On aircraft company. Specifically, the dominant personality trait at the
"public inteest" university performs 64public intaers" unvesity, and
three vital xerices for-the sysftm. It_-.de1rgchie-ement ec esytems
carries out geren subsd - ed ,horril.«tudet. devkaton. TIM_
rescarcfr and development; itadiitainatmt to mnmz
perforibI&Lspecialized cold- war: hose conflicts wihntheintuin
political tasks; and it trains the which might interfere wi th (e
personnel required by the production of students with
corporations and goenet.mreal skills. Thdsepasss

About $24-billion is spentdobls besg for the ecoanoy as
annually for research and presently oraiebut ft suirely
development in the UntdSftas, does not promote themaiu
$16-billion by the federal well-being of the stdets
govenument. This 114risk capital" is TO carry out tbese services, power
concentrated in the military sector within the un esity must renmain
(through disbursements by the focused in the hands of those.
Detain Departmenmt.. NASA,, and the mnal t --- III fwa t

It is no accident that there has been a
transfer of power from the faculty
and students to the foundation,
business conmmunity, and government
agencies-though one would perhaps
hesitate to accept Clark Kerr'shiberal
pluralistic conclusion that this result
is historically **inevitable.""

The faculty, much like Congress,
has been reduced to the "*middle
levels" of power: delaying,
modifying, and commenting upon
administrative initiatives and
decisions. The students, of course,
are outsd the system of power
completely; they are like a "mass
public," subjects to manipulation
from men above them who hold
different priorities and values. Not
the inhabitants of its dormitories, but
the state and its corporate partners
define the "'public interest"' served so
faithfully by the American
university.

If one undertakes the Utopian
exercise of imagnin a community of
scholars where one learns out of
sheer curiosity and not for grades,
where one teachem what is exciting
and not what -is useful for making
mnxey, then it becomes clear just
bow perverse out nvrste have
become. For the present,
nevetees it is not uptopian to
urge that each time a struggl is
-waged on a campus for omm reform,
an opportunity be seized to
demonstate how the polmderives,
from the larger iraionality of
Amnxxca's, political economny. Aftet
anf, it is not so dificult a lesson, tha
a sy stem which litenray prepares
gSrms of death in its insfitutes of

lerigIS unfit to long endure.

Mhe following is an excerpt from
.9 The Public Interest University-'
from Vtet Report (Jan'68) by
Edward Breer.
The university exists in the image of
the corporation; the college
classroom is administered analogously
to the assembly line. In both cases
production is for purposes extrinsic
to the free development of the
participants, but appropriate to the
kogic of private profit and national
political power.

As a handful of oligopolies
dominate industrial production, so,
too, do a handful of universities
dominate-higher education. For
example, in contrast to a liberal arts
college with 1500 students and an
annual budget of some $34nillion,
stands the University of California
with 40,000 -employees, anopatg
budget of almnost $5004million, a
student body of 100,00 and annual
construction expenditures of almost
$ 1004million.

While a few corporations receive
the bulk of federal largesse, so, too,
do the favored- universities. Federal
funds for scientific research are
concentrated so that the top ten
schools receive 35% of the total; the
top fifty institutions obtain 75%. In
absolute termns, in 1964 the top
twenty-five recpet of federal
funds for research and science

eduatin otaied$880-million-out
of a total of $1. blbaion.

Theme are the "public interest"
universities and their fate is of

consquene. Teirtrustees, ate enw
who sit in the seats of power in the
gSeat corporations and anepomnn
in public affairs; they arevimen who
do dhape national and ieraonal
events. The pemeneof the
'"public interest" u CvesT with kgs
access to both, gpvenmental and

Pl~~~~~annn ao h eet

«Mi Devipmet is ah 19Wma byPa

the Nationa Seowrity Industo

This is a bad forum for this topic.
Your progra-1 nton the "emergn

M 8io aloas of urban dvlpe
contnuig edcatonand Lmrvn h

qmqalt oramps environment. I would
add ante ssecntial goal. eivn
Anmeican demoweracy; and at least two
indispe lea l intent ioa goals to
rescue the majority of mankind from
deepe6nOing pety, and to insuire the
survival of anidas a species. These
goals indeed require resea rch and
experimentation of the highest
sophisticain, but not by you. You
people are unfitted by your
commitments, your experience,, your
customary methods, your recruitment
and your moral disposition. You are the
military - industrial of the United States,
the most dangerous body of men at the
present in the world, for you not only

ipeet our disastrous policies but are
an ov cheling lobby for them, and
you expand and rigidify the wrong use of
brains, resources, and labor so that
chang becomes difficult. Most likely the
trends you represent will be interrupted
by a shambles of riots, lalienation,
ecological catastrophes, wars, and
revolutions, so that current long - range
planning, including this conference, is

ireeat. But if we ask what are the
technological needs and what ought to be
reearched in this -coming period, in the

sxareas I have mentioned, the best
service that you people could perform Ls

rather to phase yourselves out, pasg on
your relevant knowledge to people better
qualified, or reranzn yourselves with
entirely different sponsors and
commitments, so that you leamn to think
and feel in a different way. Since you are
wosn of the R&D that there is, we cannot
do without you as people, but we cannot
do with you as you are.

This brings me to your effect on the
climate~ of the economy. The wealth of a
nation- is to provide useful goods and
services, with an emphasis first on
necessities and bro ad - spread comforts,
simply as a decent background for

i
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education as well as command and
control the development of graphics
software systems and improved graphics
terminals is neceary. The proposal goes
on to state in summary of their system
for decision aing that a 'no less-
significant advantage is the built-in
s r of this system . . ." The R and D

team designing and operating this
General-Purpose Decision Program has no
specific knowledge about how it is go'
to be used. User Input 1 is presmablry of
lassied nature and is known only to a

select group of the Users Organization.
User Input II can be highly classified, as
-this information is kown only to the
User himself with the possible inclusion
of his immediate staff. Thus one can see
that the Project THEMIS .proposal is
essentially tied to the defense department
and will bring war related research to our
campus. "Rouse up 0 Young Men of the

New Age! set y our foreheads
agaist dhe ignorant hirelings! For
we have Hirelings in the Camp the
Court & the Uisity: who would
if they could, for ever depress
Mental & Prolong Corporeal War.
Painters! on you I call! Sculptors!
Architects! Suffer not the
fashionable Fools to depress you
powers by the prices they pretend
to give for contemptible works or
the expensive advertizing boasts
that they make of such works;
believe Christ & his Apostles that
there is a Class of Men whose whole
delight is in Destroying. We do not
want either Greek or Roman
Models if we are but-just & true to
our own Imaginations, those Worlds
of Eternity in which we shall live
for ever; . . ."

William Blake

?roject THEMIS describes the
proposal submitted by the Stony
am to be relevant to the solution
e related problems.
ollowing is a description of tie
g proposed by dte Stoy Brook
and development (R and D)
ere are three general tsks which
igm will be called upon to
na. (1) pattern search and
ion, multi-stage decision mading
play the -role of opposition in a
Uation." These task allow one -to
ihether a certain pattern exists
ut data and how it is located, to
iend one or more courses of
and to monitor the probable
mnces of each and the probable
er each move. Dr. Chang in his
h is developing one special
ion of this, namely differential
:heory. This game theory has
nt application in- the "extension
num- control and detection to
and evasion problems with noisy
ion" as Dr. Chang has stated. One
pplication of interest as stated by
ang (project manager) in his
for continuation of air force

LF-AFOSR-542-67) is the missile
antimissile case. "Preliminary

show that the probability of a
for the an sile is much larger
lows a rendezvous trajectory as
by (a) instead of the headon
y as shown by (b> diagram. This
ical situation in which control
and decision processes can be

i in path-correction, evasion
its and overall systems response.
(, the same pursuit and evasion
gy can be used for troop
ents, submarine detection,
-e, and anti-ballistic missiles, etc.
EMIS proposal tells how in a
ruation, the -user may ask for a
classification to find out if he is
, losing, or in a yet undecided
. "He may call for the action
ended to him and its possible
uences or he may use the
.r program as a sparring partner
im the possible responses of the
It and the ensuing consequences."
an application of the computer
cory. This sort of strategy is now
;ed in the Vietnam War. The next
f the proposal calls for research in
le programuing and computer
i The Project THEMIS booklet
specific references to computer
and language systems. Under the
of graphics, the THEMIS booklet
that for such defense activities as

ter reted design, training, and

Project Tl
dynamics laboratory and a shock tube
laboratory. "These laboratories, under
control of the Department of Mechanics
faculty members, will provide unique ex-
perimental facilities for future support of
Themis and related research."

Who pays for the buildings and the e-
laborate equipment? The answer is the
State University of New York or rather,
working class taxpayers, many of whom
will never see. Stony Brook University.
These are people who would take small
comfort in the statement found in the
Themis proposal that it "is currently an-
ticipated that all major capitol facility
items necessary for the program will be
provided by SUNY and not by DoD fund-
ing." Undergraduate classrooms and Fine
Arts Centers are placed low on the list of
priorities when the university is com-
peting for DoD contracts.

On February 14, 1969, a letter was
sent by Rowen Wakefield at the SUNY
office in Washington to Donald
Ackerman, co ordinator of research at
Stony Broak. The letter was to inform
Adcerman that Wakefield had discussed
*'potential strategy for political support"
for the Themis proposals of Stony Brook,
Buffalo, and Albany. Wakefield had dis-
cussed the proposals with staff members
of Senators Javits and Goodell, as well as
with Daniel Ruge, head of the N.Y. De-
partment of Commerce Washington Of-
fice and Executive Secretary for Gov-
ernor Rockefeller's New York Con-
grcssional Steering Committee. Not only

Elaiwilft or. Pr-li-inary Atudir« *hoa thao the probabilits of

Pea fee te ti a -c rger if it follows a rende-
by. '. -t . . * -- *" " * * * . -'.* ' i *

Wen by (a) ifd of the headon traectory a
A.... A*

I

tosbbT b> -

soda
us

The above i a _e from Sheldo yngms e earchpopoo «te De mt of Dea

RESEARCH GRANTSFUTURE
Project THEMIS_ awards are made for Thus, P

programmatic h, in contras to esad ]
single project-type grants or contracts to Brook tea
individual investIgators There is now a of defens
team of faculty members who are The f<
applying for a Project THEMIS grant. work bei
These include professors Chang, research
Trautman, Levine, Behrami, Dollard, team. Thi
Chen, Thomis, Carroll, Rappaport, -all the pro

bers of the ring faculty. In p e rfortr
their sact, the e team statesrtcog ti>
"the proposed Ieeab is a coordinated and "to
study of every phase of formulating a game sit
compute program to aid the decision decide v
making proces." The Project THEMISfrom inp
booklet, November 1968, states: "That recomm
while research in development on action
software and hardware necessarily conseque
continue, research must be intensifed to state aft
enable the use of complex rescarck
informaton-processing and decision applicati4
problems in combat operations, logistics, game t
intelligence, design for maintenance significal
training, etc." The practicle application of optic
of this research to the defense pursuit a
department is so clear that the observati
coordinator of research at the Stony special a
Brook campus, Donald Ackerman, in a Dr. Ch
letter to Mr. Rowan A. Wakefield, abstract
Director of the SUINY Washingtqn office grant (A
on March 3, 1969, wrote: Dear Wake: versus

studies
Here is a short summary of the success I
THEMIS Proposal you requested: if it fol

While computer programs to aid shown I
engineering design, managenent trajector
decision, pattern recognition and is a typ
the playing of certain games have systems
existed for many years, a program utilized
as a general aid to decision making technique
is still lacking. Funding of the Similarly
SUNY/Stony Brook THEMIS strateg
proposal will crystallize- past movem
developments with a common focus avoidanc
of formulating a computer program The TH
to aid the decision process. game sit
Through use of pattern search and pattern 4
recognition, nulti-stage decision winning,
making and playing the role of the situation
opposition in a game situation, recomme
problems can be reduced to a conseqv
sequence of feasible finite compute
dimensional problems which can be giving hi
solved by the computer program - opponen
developed. The practical This is ;
application to the Department of game the
Defense. as well as to other being us
governmental and private agencies aspect of
is evident and essential in view of languag
the growing number and graphics.
complexities of problems which makes s
face the nation today. Sincerely graphics

heading
Donald Ackerman explains
Coordinator of Research comput

lemis -Cont.
does SUNY (i.e, taxpayers) pay for the
research facilities, but it also pays for
lobbyists such as Wakefield.

In summary, the university is well
aware of the nature of Project Themis.
The fact is that they don't care. President
Toll's role is that of a business executive
rather than that of an educator. The pres-
ident has written to Washington, in
support of the 1968 Themis proposal by
Professor Bcrlad, that SUNY, "now en-
rolling over 5,000 students and offering
Ph.D programs in virtually all its scientific
departments, is planning rapid expansion
to an enrollment of 16,000 students by
the year 1975. Such growth must occur
in order to meet the demand for quality
in public higher education in one of the
most rapidly growing areas of our coun-
try." He goes on to state: "Ultimately,
graduate students will make up 40% of
the total enrollment."

It is all very cut and dry, and the
meaning is evident. The expanding indus-
tries on Long Iloan4 and in neighboring
areas need technicis, engineers and
other highly skilled workers. The Univer-
sity's purpose is to- provide them.
Students must pay the price for the Un-
iversity's adherence to the master plan
figures: tripling, overcrowded classrooms,
lack of quality education, uncompleted
student centers, etc. But when research
money is offered, our administrators and
a small number of researchers become
quite willing to sell the University's soul
to the Defense Department.


